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Saudi calls for affordable, 
‘equitable’ vaccine access 

Saudi King Salman opens G20 Riyadh Summit, calls to reopen borders, economies 

• Summit this year 
is held virtually 

• Saudi first Arab 
nation to hold G20

TDT | agencies 

Saudi Arabia’s King Salman 
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud yes-
terday called on World na-

tions to provide “affordable and 
equitable” access to vaccines 
and other tools to all to combat 
the COVID-19 pandemic during 
his G20 Riyadh Summit opening 
remarks. 

“Although we are optimistic 
about the progress made in de-

veloping vaccines, therapeutics 
and diagnostics tools for COV-
ID-19, we must work to create 
the conditions for affordable 
and equitable access to these 
tools for all peoples,” King Sal-
man, the custodian of the two 
holy mosques told world lead-
ers. 

He said the pandemic dealt 
“an unprecedented shock” to the 
world in a short time and that 
people and economies are still 
suffering from it. 

King Salman assured the Saudi 
would do its best to “overcome 
this crisis through international 
cooperation.”

On this note, he urged world 
economies to continue support-
ing the global economy and re-
open economies and borders to 

facilitate the mobility of trade 
and people. 

King Salman further stressed 
the need to support developing 
countries in a coordinated man-
ner to maintain the development 
already achieved over the past 
decades. 

This year’s G20 summit also 
aims to build a sustainable fu-
ture.

 King Salman said G20 coun-
tries must lead the international 
community in preserving and 
conserving the environment.

“We also need to create the 
conditions for a more sustaina-
ble economy,” he said stressing 
the need to combat land degra-
dation and conserve coral reefs 
and biodiversity to safeguard 
the planet. 

The custodian of the two holy 
mosques said G20 leaders met 
for the first twelve years ago 
to deal with the financial cri-
sis, and “today, we are working 
together again to face another, 
deeper global crisis, that has 
ravaged people and economies.”

He expressed confidence that 
the Riyadh summit will deliver 
significant and decisive results 
and will lead to adopting eco-
nomic and social policies that 
will restore hope and reassur-
ance to the people of the world. 

Saudi King delivers G20 summit opening remarks virtually as World leaders watch on 

In the draft 
communique

n The leaders noted the 
coronavirus crisis had hit the 
most vulnerable in society 
hardest, and said some 
countries may need debt 
relief beyond a temporary 
moratorium on official debt 
payments now slated to end in 
June 2021.

n G20 leaders said they would 
decide next spring whether 
to extend the freeze, the Debt 
Service Suspension Initiative, 
for another six months, and 
endorsed a common framework 
for debt restructuring 
hammered out with the Paris 
Club of official creditors.

n  Leaders said they are 
determined to continue to use 
all available policy tools as 
long as required to safeguard 
people’s lives, jobs and 
incomes, support the global 
economic recovery and enhance 
the resilence of the financial 
system, while safeguarding 
against downside risks,” the 
statement said.

n Leaders expressed support 
for a push by the International 
Monetary Fund to explore 
additional tools to address 
countries’ needs as the crisis 
evolved, and to address the 
“particular challenges faced by 
small developing states”.

Although we are 
optimistic about the 

progress made in 
developing vaccines, 

therapeutics and 
diagnostics tools for 

COVID-19, we must work 
to create the conditions 

for affordable and 
equitable access to 
these tools for all 

people

SAUDI ARABIA’S KING SALMAN

KNOW WHAT

The first G20 
Leaders’ 
Summit 

took place in 
Washington 
D.C. in No-

vember 2008.

20
08

The G20 members are 
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, 
Canada, China, France, 
Germany, India, Indonesia, 
Italy, Japan, Mexico,  Republic 
of Korea, Russia, Saudi Arabia, 
South Africa, Turkey, the 
United Kingdom, the United 
States and the European 
Union (EU).

India will 
enter the G20 
Troika, along 
with Saudi 
Arabia when 
Italy will 
take over the 
Presidency 
of the G20 on 
December 1, 
2020.

G20 nations have 
contributed more than 
$21 billion to combat 
the pandemic, which 
has infected 56 million 
people globally and left 
1.3 million dead, and 
injected $11 trillion to 
“safeguard” the virus-
battered world economy

Seven Saudi Hawks 
and three civilian aircraft 

from Saudi Arabian Airlines 
(Saudia) conducted a flyo-
ver, trailing the Kingdom’s 
national white and green 

colours.

HM King returns
TDT | Manama

His Majesty King Ham-
ad bin Isa Al Khalifa 

returned from Abu Dhabi 
after taking part in the tri-
lateral summit.

Jordanian monarch King 
Abdullah II ibn Al Hus-
sain and Abu Dhabi Crown 
Prince and Deputy Supreme 
Commander of the UAE 
Armed Forces HH Shaikh 
Mohammed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan took part.

The summit shed light on 
strong fraternal relations 
and ways of boosting coop-
eration in vital areas.

Twitter to hand 
over @POTUS 
account to Biden on 
January 20
Reuters

Twitter Inc will transfer 
control of the @POTUS 

account to the Joe Biden 
administration on Jan. 20, 
the company said. The @
POTUS account is the offi-
cial account of the President 
of the United States and is 
separate from the @real-
DonaldTrump account that 
President Donald Trump 
uses to tweet.

We are
Proud of you
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Bahrain’s agreement for Partners in 
Learning with Microsoft in February 2015, 

gives teachers the opportunity to join 
remote training programmes at any time. 

Teachers can also qualify after taking 
professional certification exams at the 

Regional Center for Information and 
Communication Technology (RCICT), which 

is an accredited centre for these exams.
DR MAJID AL NUAMI, EDUCATION MINISTER

KNOW WHAT

Good sanitation prac-
tices are needed to 

prevent Red Palm Wee-
vil spreading from in-

fested palms. Chipping, 
burning, and burying 

infested material deep-
ly can reduce the like-
lihood that Red Palm 

Weevil will emerge and 
escape from infested 
palms. Mass trapping 
has been used to re-

duce Red Palm Weevil 
densities.

Al-Jasra Intersection third phase begins 
TDT | Manama 

The Ministry of Works, Mu-
nicipalities Affairs and Ur-

ban Planning yesterday inau-
gurated the third phase of the 
Al-Jasra Intersection develop-
ment project. 

Construction of entrances and 
exits at the intersection, modifi-
cation of barriers on the upper 
bridge, asphalt layer works etc. 
are part of the project funded 
by the Gulf Development Pro-
gramme and supported by the 
Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic 
Development.

Minister of Works, Municipal-
ities Affairs and Urban Planning 
Essam Khalaf said the project 

serves those coming from Ma-
nama towards the Al-Jasra and 

Budaiya areas, and those com-
ing from the Hamala towards 

Manama. 
The intersection will also 

serve those coming from the 
Budaiya area heading to Sau-

di Arabia via the King Fahd  
causeway. 

Pictures courtesy of AlAyam

Consumer prices 
drop in September 

TDT | Manama 

Bahrain’s consumer prices 
in September took a drop 

as the economy reeled from re-
strictions imposed to prevent 
the coronavirus (COVID-19) 
pandemic. 

According to the latest 
report, the Kingdom’s CPI 
slumped 1.5 per cent in Sep-
tember this year, when com-
pared to that of the same 
month a year ago. 

The Consumer Price Index 
(CPI) is a measure that exam-
ines the weighted average of 
prices of a basket of consumer 
goods and services, such as 
transportation, food, and med-
ical care. It is calculated by tak-
ing price changes for each item 
in the predetermined basket of 
goods and averaging them.

While the decline in prices 
was broad-based, it was more 
evident in the entertainment 
and culture sector, where it 
dropped a whopping 38.5pc. 

Closely following was cloth-
ing and shoes with a decline 

of 9.8pc, restaurants and hotel 
with a drop of 8.5pc. 

Meanwhile, prices of the 
food and non-alcoholic bever-
ages saw an increase of 4.2pc. 

Cost of housing, water, elec-
tricity and fuels rose 3.4pc on a 
year-over-year basis. 

However, on the sequential 
month basis, the Consumer 
Price Index rose by 1.3 per cent 
to reach 98.4 points (consider-
ing April 2019 = 100).

The move comes amid a 
series of fiscal and monetary 
stimulus aimed at enhancing 
economic activity. 

Bahrain continues to pump 
money into the economy amid 
the unprecedented situation 
brought forth by the pandemic 
all over the world. 

During this period, prices of 
the entertainment and cultural 
activities dropped by 6.2pc, the 
transportation group by 1.2pc, 
and food and non-alcoholic 
beverages group by 0.9pc.

The costs of housing, water, 
electricity and fuels increased 
by 7.1pc, and the education by 
0.4pc.

Courtesy of AlAyam

880 teachers now have 
Microsoft certifications
TDT | Manama

Bahrain’s digital empower-
ment drive in education 
is picking pace with it 

having more than 880 teachers 
now with Microsoft profession-
al certificates. 

The Minister of Education, 
Dr Majid bin Ali Al-Nuaimi 
said the certifications are in the 
Microsoft Innovative Educator 
(MIE), the Microsoft Innovative 
Educator Expert (MIEE) and the 
Microsoft Certified Educator 
(MCE).

“Teachers of the first phase 
of the Digital Empowerment 
Programme schools benefited 
from the agreement in June 
2015, the affiliates of the second 
phase schools in July 2016, and 
those of the remaining schools 
in the following years,” said Dr 
Nuaimi. 

The accredited professional 
certificates, the Minister said, 
allows teachers to acquire tech-
nological knowledge, use digi-

tal programmes and devices in 
their classrooms. 

“It also enables them to re-
main informed about new ideas 
and applications in the fields 
of distance learning and Inte-
grated Education, which con-
tributes to achieving quality 
education,” the Minister added. 

“I am proud”
Professor Amin Mansour, an 

education technology specialist 

at Ahmed Al-Omran Secondary 
School for Boys, who holds an 
expert teacher certificate from 
Microsoft International, says: 
“I am very proud of this global 
participation as an expert part-
ner in digital transformation. I 
am proud of my contribution to 
distance education, TIMES and 
televised classes.”

Professor Maryam Shams 
from Al-Hidd Secondary School 
for Girls, who holds the MIEE 

Expert Teacher Certification, 
said that Microsoft for teachers 
help integrates technology and 
modern digital tools into the 
teaching process. 

“It breaks the routine, revives 
and motivates every student in 
the class.”

Microsoft requires all teach-
ers who have obtained the 
certificates to teach their col-
leagues a set of digital tools so 
that the benefit is widespread.

Combating red palm weevil 
Capital municipality begins survey of 2000 palm trees

TDT | Manama 

The Capital Municipality, 
in cooperation with Agri-

culture and Marine Resources, 
launched a campaign to im-
plement preventive measures 
to limit the spread of red palm 
weevil. 

This came during a visit of 
the Capital Municipality Direc-
tor-General Mohammed Saad 
Al-Sahli, with the Assistant Un-
dersecretary for Agriculture Af-
fairs, Dr Abdulaziz Muhammad 
Abdul Karim, to King Abdullah 
Street. They discussed methods 
of treating the infested palms, 
in the presence of the Chief of 
Parks and Gardens at Capital 
Municipality, Ahmed Showaiter, 
and several officials.

Al-Sahli pointed out that 
the increase in the number of 
palm trees in the capital, which 

reaches 2000 now, reflects the 
Municipality’s enthusiasm in 
supporting the National Strat-
egy for Agricultural Develop-
ment. 

A decision was taken to dis-
tribute pheromone traps in 
main streets, intersections and 

public squares to reduce the 
levels of infection by blocking 
the chances of reproduction. 

The red palm weevil insect, 
discovered in the early 1990s in 
Bahrain, creates extensive dam-
age to palm tissues and weakens 
the structure of the palm trunk.

Officials during a visit to discuss methods of treating infested palms

Air India Flight 
AI 940 to 
Delhi departed 
yesterday 
from Bahrain 
International 
Airport with 147 
passengers & 2 
infants on board.

#VandeBharatMission:
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Birds know no boundaries 
so do certain people here

Police arrest two for hunting birds in a cemetery in Muharraq

TDT | Manama 

Birds know no boundaries, 
not even political. So do 
certain people here in 

Bahrain. The latest incidents 
tell.  

Here in Bahrain police found 
that it’s not just birds, but there 
are also people here, who don’t 
recognise any borders, even that 
of cemeteries. 

Thanks to quick action by the 
law enforcement authorities, 
they have learnt their lessons. 

Police booked the men for il-
legally hunting birds that too 
inside a cemetery. 

The whole episode began with 
someone uploading a video of 
two men hunting birds inside a 
cemetery in Muharraq. 

The clip shows two men hur-
rying, amid the gravestones, to 

a parked vehicle carrying, pre-
sumably dead birds, wrapped in 
a sack-like material. 

The video shows them throw-
ing the heavy object they were 
carrying into the rear of their 
white Nissan pickup truck, look-
ing around, and then driving 
away through the gates of the 
cemetery. 

Apparently, they were una-
ware that their actions are being 

taped. The clip was then up-
loaded on to social media sites 
which was then widely shared 
also catching the attention of the 
authorities. 

Police quickly had the culprits 
on their radar and opened an 
investigation. Officers tracked 
down the culprits soon and took 
them into custody. 

In a statement, Muharraq po-
lice said, they took legal meas-

ures against two men aged 32 
and 37 years for hunting without 
a licence. 

According to Decree No 2 of 
1995 regarding the protection of 
wildlife in Bahrain, hunting in 
the whole country is prohibited 
without special permission. 

Police also pressed charges 
against them for harming wild-
life. Now they are to face Public 
Prosecution.

Screengrabs of a video posted by AlAyam

The clip shows two 
men hurrying, amid 

the gravestones, 
to a parked vehicle 
carrying, presum-
ably dead birds, 

wrapped in a sack-
like material. 

Before 2021, let us enjoy some great celestial spectacles
False eclipse, total eclipse and an asteroid approaching Earth to define the end of 2020: astronomer Ali Al Hajri 

TDT | agencies

The year 2020 will come 
to a close soon, but only 
after performing some  

unique celestial events for us 
to enjoy, said astronomer Ali 
Al Hajri. 

The Earth, Al Hajri said, will 
witness a false lunar eclipse as 
the Moon passes through a cone-
shaped shadow cast by the Earth 
during Rabi ul Akhir, the fourth 
month of the Islamic Calendar. 

This phenomenon, he said, 
however, is not visible from Bah-
rain as the Moon will be posi-
tioned below the horizon here.  

The event occurs on 30th this 
month and extends over 4 hours 
and 21 minutes starting from 
10:32 am until 2:53 pm. 

It will be visible in the Amer-
ican continent, the Arctic, Aus-
tralia, central to Eastern Asia 
and far northwestern edges of 
Europe, except for Africa and 
Southwestern part of Asia. 

Al-Hajri has earlier said that 
Bahrain will not witness a to-
tal eclipse of the Moon before 
7 September 2025 and that the 
closest phenomenon of a false 
lunar eclipse Bahrain will wit-
ness is on 8 November 2022 and 
5 May 2023. The closest phe-
nomenon of a partial eclipse of 
the Moon will be on 28 and 29 
October 2023 and 18 September 
2024.

Astroid SO 2020
The second phenomenon, Al 

Hajri said, is the approach of an 
asteroid dubbed SO2020. 

With a diameter of about 6 m, 
the asteroid poses no threat of 
falling to the Earth. 

It will come as close as 50429.3 
km on the first of December at 
exactly 5:05 am Bahrain time. 

The SUV sized asteroid takes 
385.7 days to complete a revolu-
tion around the Sun. 

Final Solar eclipse

The third phenomenon is the 
final total solar eclipse which 
is visible from  Chile and some 
parts of  Argentina. Some re-
gions in southern South Amer-
ica, south-west Africa, and Ant-
arctica will see a partial solar 
eclipse if the weather permits.

The 5 hour and 20-minute 
long event happens on 14 De-
cember 2020, from Bahrain 
time 04:33 pm until 09:53 in the 
evening. 

During this phenomenon, the 
Moon, during Jumada al-Awwal, 
the fifth month of the Islamic 
calendar, meets the Sun above 
Bahrain horizon at 08:25 pm. 

 The Great conjunction of 
Jupiter and Saturn

The year 2020 will come to a 
close with the beautiful astro-
nomical phenomenon, which is 
the great conjunction of Jupi-
ter and Saturn on 21 December 
2020. 

That date is, coincidental-

ly, the date of the December 
solstice. It’ll be the first Jupi-
ter-Saturn conjunction since the 
year 2000, and the closest Ju-
piter-Saturn conjunction since 
1623, only 14 years after Galileo 
made his first telescope. 

At the peak, Jupiter and Sat-
urn will be only 0.1 degrees apart. 
That’s just 1/5 of a full moon 
diameter.

Once in 20 years
One could watch this on the 

Bahrain horizon at sunset at ex-
actly 04:50 in the evening, and 
the separation angle between 
the two planets is less than a 
degree! 

Given the small angle of elon-
gation between the two planets, 
whoever observes this phenom-
enon with the naked eye will 
only see Jupiter, so use binoc-
ulars and telescopes to monitor 
this distinctive phenomenon 
that only occurs almost every 
20 years. Picture courtesy of Saudi24news
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This means they were 
broadly advocates 
of a federated (or 

confederated), centralized 
European state, without 

ever having the necessary 
political debate that 

raged in the US in the 
1790s between the 

advocates of centralism 
(Alexander Hamilton) and 
decentralization (Thomas 

Jefferson). 
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DR. JOHN C. HULSMAN

I have long suspected that the 
endless undoubtedly boring Eu-
ropean summit meetings are so 

turgid for a reason. It is easy to get 
lost in the byzantine complexities of 
false agreements that actually solve 
nothing. And that is how the EU likes 
it: For us to have little idea that it is a 
paper tiger, so much less than meets 
the eye in terms of its geostrategic 
power.

But crises clarify. And there is 
absolutely no doubt that the coro-
navirus has made crystal clear that 
the old model governing the EU has 
finally, after a brilliant 70-year run, 
entirely run out of steam. The sup-
posed deal over emergency Europe-
an coronavirus funds pledged last 
week to the plague-ravaged south, 
far from being a concord, has ex-
posed the EU’s haplessness for all 
to see.

First, if you are brave enough to 
wade through the actual agreement 
reached, it becomes palpably clear 
that it is full of policy holes. The 
Eurogroup of finance ministers has 
recommended using the European 
Stability Mechanism (ESM), estab-
lished in the wake of the 2008 Great 
Recession, to meet the southerners’ 
needs.

A basic problem with this is that 
the ESM was set up in the wake of 
an asymmetric shock — the par-
ticular economic follies of Greece 
and possibly other southern econ-
omies — rather than the symmetric 
shock of a global pandemic. In other 
words, there can be no doubt that 
Greece was largely to blame for its 
own parlous situation. The same 

cannot now be said of the Southern 
European states ravaged by a global 
pandemic. The basic issue of fairness 
is in real question.

Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe 
Conte rightly calls the proposed 
€540 billion ($587 billion) rescue 
plan “a trap.” The accord is there to 
only deal with the immediate impact 
of the virus. However, over the much 
larger rescue efforts necessary to 
revive the Italian and other south-
ern economies necessitated by the 
debilitating lockdown, normal con-
ditionality will be imposed.

This is understandably political-
ly toxic in Italy, where it is seen as 
surrendering basic sovereignty to 
the uncertain mercies of economic 
overlords the EU, the International 
Monetary Fund and the Europe-
an Central Bank. No Italian leader 
could accept such colonization and 
survive. In true Kafkaesque fash-
ion, no country in the south that 
truly needs the ESM can politically 
accept it. These design flaws have 
become so obvious that the deal has 
unraveled almost immediately upon 
delivery.

This amounts to more than Eu-
rope’s glaring inability to behave as 
a union when it truly counts; it also 
illustrates the limits of the guiding 
philosophy of the EU. The “Monnet 
method” — functionalism — is a pol-
icy strategy based on the advocacy of 
small, technocratic, apolitical agree-
ments being agreed to precisely be-
cause they seemed secondary, or 
technical, eventually amounting to 
decisive movement toward a con-
federated European state.

In the 1950s, rather than talking 
about grand visions of European 

union (a Valhalla that had far less 
than majority support), it was better 
to discuss seemingly inoffensive coal 
and steel union, even as the latter led 
to further economic union, and then 
to a degree of political union. Large 
political questions were to be pur-
posefully avoided in favor of getting 
to large political answers (always in 
the direction of ever closer union) 
through the backdoor of technical, 
apolitical initiatives. Over decades, 
functionalism met with the great-
est of success, as a broadly united 
Europe emerged, all without ever 
answering the basic question of what 
sort of political construct was truly 
being created.

While this seemed clever and it 
worked for a long while, in actuality, 
functionalism has stored up a great 
deal of trouble for Europe, which has 
come home to roost since the Great 
Recession of 2008. The founders of 
the EU wanted a powerful Hamilto-
nian Brussels without ever having 
their Hamiltonian moment..

This means they were broadly 
advocates of a federated (or confed-
erated), centralized European state, 
without ever having the necessary 
political debate that raged in the US 
in the 1790s between the advocates 
of centralism (Alexander Hamilton) 
and decentralization (Thomas Jef-
ferson). In the end, the federalist ad-
ministration of George Washington 
opted for Hamilton’s centralizing 
vision, won overwhelming re-elec-
tion and a popular mandate for the 
national government to assume state 
debt, while at the same time estab-
lishing a powerful national Treas-
ury, brilliantly headed by Hamilton 
himself.

Due to an overly clever function-
alism, present European leaders 
(with the honorable exception of 
President Emmanuel Macron of 
France) shied away from this diffi-
cult argument in the happier times 
that preceded the coronavirus. But 
the failure of functionalism over the 
past 70 years to decisively answer 
the question of what sort of union 
Europe was to become is now fatally 
handicapping basic and necessary 
efforts to combat the coronavirus 
— the political risk event of our gen-
eration.

The result is an EU built only for 
sunny weather, which trundles along 
nicely in good times, but is fatally 
overmatched in bad ones. A political 
union that no one really believes in 
and whose members are not willing 
to make the basic sacrifice of blood 
and treasure for is a union only in 
name. And, without the Hamiltoni-
an moment in these times of crisis, 
Europe will be increasingly unfit 
for purpose.

A FOOL THINKS HIMSELF TO 
BE WISE, BUT A WISE MAN 
KNOWS HIMSELF TO BE A 
FOOL.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

QUOTE 
OF THE 
DAY

Once again the leaders, the busi-
ness houses and the people of 
the Kingdom of Bahrain have 

come together in the spirit of patriot-
ism and unity to raise defenses against 
an unusual and unseen enemy – the 
COVID-19 virus pandemic.

In just 24 hours, these parties, led by 
the example of HH Shaikh Nasser bin 
Hamad Al Khalifa, have raised over BD 
21 million to help people and business-
es struck by the impact of the virus. 
The funds, under the project ‘Feena 
Khair’ (There is Good in Us) will be 
used for business support and medical 
support as well as humanitarian food 
and clothing aid. 

The Bahrain Chamber of Commerce 
& Industry also provided its spacious 
and centrally-located old premises for 
use by the COVID-19 task force. 

In the midst of our peculiar con-
dition of isolation, social dis-
tancing and despair, we must 
rejoice in this stream of com-
passion that has sprung from 
amidst us to counter the harsh 
reality of the crisis. It is praise-
worthy of the big businesses 
to have come forward to sup-
port the vision of the leaders 
of Bahrain and keep the hu-
manitarian consideration as 
the first priority in this crisis. 

Long after the dust has set-
tled around the world, those 
who will be remembered 
are leaders who led from 
the heart. Undoubtedly, the 
response of Bahrain’s lead-
ership will shed a beacon of 
light on our historic response. 
Inspired by His Majesty, our 
Crown Prince and First Dep-
uty Premier guided the gov-
ernment in the crucial early 
days to approach the sensi-
tive themes of quarantine and 
treatment with compassion. 
When he returned from his 

sojourn abroad, our beloved Prime 
Minister immediately galvanized the 
Cabinet and government officials, 
displaying his admirable energy and 
crisis management in managing the 
situation. 

I am sure you will all agree that this 
has inspired our business houses and 
individuals to donate so generously 
and tap the vein of goodness within us 
and reach out to help fellow-residents 
of Bahrain. The days are challenging 
but when we have great leaders, we 
all rise to the occasion and to greater 
heights of goodness than we ourselves 
thought possible. 

Yes indeed. There is good in us all..

 (Captain Mahmood Al Mahmood is the  
Editor-in-Chief of The Daily Tribune and 
the President of the Arab-African Unity 

Organisation for Relief, Human Rights and 
Counterterrorism)        

Great leaders 
inspire us to 

goodness

CAPT. MAHMOOD AL MAHMOOD

I am sure you 
will all agree 
that this has 
inspired our 

business houses 
and individuals 

to donate so 
generously and 

tap the vein of 
goodness within 
us and reach out 

to help fellow-
residents of 

Bahrain. 

EU doomed without the 
Hamiltonian moment

Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte calls the proposed €540 billion rescue plan a trap. 

HH Shaikh Nasser
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With the expansion of the Kingdom 
of Bahrain into the sea around it 
through thoughtful reclamation 

projects that secures vital land for our ur-
banisation plans and ambitious growth, we 
have achieved many successes that we are 
proud of. The glittering Bahrain Financial 
Harbour, the glamorous Bahrain Bay, the 
utilitarian Juffair and Seef areas, the beau-
tiful Riffa Views, and now the coastal devel-
opment projects in Durrat Al Bahrain, Diyar 
Al Muharraq and Dilmunia all testimony to 
the meticulous planning and insight vision 
of our leaders.

I guess, there are one or two ideas that 
start out as impressive promises on paper but 
don’t go according to the blueprint because 
of mismanage-
ment. Among 
these  exam -
ples is the trag-
ic planning in 
Amwaj Islands. 
L e t  m e  n o t 
mention any-
thing in this ar-
ticle about the 
Islands because 
I  need more 
than one ex-
tensive article 
in this regard, 
as well as the 
creation of the 
world’s largest 
u n d e r w a t e r 
e c o - t o u r i s m 
p a r k  i n  t h e 
w o r l d .  A l -
though these 
p r o j e c t s  a t-
tracted a lot of 
attention from 
the start, the pandemic put a halt to tour-
ism traffic and the underwater park was 
left to languish. Meanwhile, the submerged 
“wrecked” Boeing aircraft that was planted 
on the seabed as a special feature has been 
literally broken down into pieces by what the 
managers of the park claim were the nets of 
rogue trawlers vessels.

 Just review the situation: When the Dive 
Bahrain, the eco-Park was announced, the 
project managers said the site of the project 
was determined following rigorous field in-
vestigations, and a technical team coordinat-
ed to find the most appropriate area - an area 
that is not only deep enough but also where 
the seabed has the appropriate conditions 
to withstand the weight of the plane. Now, it 
transpires that some fishing trawlers moved 
in the area and actually used fishing gear, 
chains and perhaps anchors which were so 
heavy that they damaged the Boeing plane.

My concern is not the creation of the park - 
it is a great and novel idea and we should try 
everything to encourage tourism. However, 
we need to ask ourselves if such a costly 
project should have been undertaken with 
public funding? Why was a private invest-
ment not sought for such a project? Further, 
if these chains and other equipment from the 
trawlers could damage a submerged plane, I 
am truly worried that the safety features are 
not properly monitored before planning an 
eco-park. Tourist divers could well have been 
hurt and injured by the same trawlers vessels 
as they explored the sunken plane, isn’t it?

MPs must ask many questions about the 
project and not just limit themselves to fund-
ing and financing. There are many questions 
lurking beneath the waves.

The submerged 
“wrecked” 
Boeing aircraft 
that was 
planted on 
the seabed 
as a special 
feature has 
been literally 
broken down 
into pieces

C A P T A I N S  C O R N E R

Questions 
beneath the 

waves

 (Captain Mahmood Al Mahmood is the Editor-in-Chief 
of The Daily Tribune and the President of the Arab-
African Unity Organisation for Relief, Human Rights 
and Counterterrorism)
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Saudi FDI up in first half of 2020 
as economy shows resilience
• Falih said the Saudi 
economy, which has 
been hit by the double 
blow of the pandemic 
and lower oil prices, had 
shown resilience this year 
and had a proven ability 
to withstand shocks

Reuters | Riyadh/Dubai

Saudi Arabia’s Minister of 
Investment Khalid al-Falih 
said on Saturday foreign di-

rect investment (FDI) increased 
by 12 per cent in the first half of 
2020 compared with the same 
period last year.

The Saudi government, which 
is hosting this year’s G20 sum-
mit, has made attracting greater 
foreign investment a cornerstone 
of its Vision 2030 plan to diver-
sify the economy of the world’s 
largest oil exporter away from oil 
revenues.

“I’m glad to say that FDI, my 
area of focus, in the first half has 
been reported to increase by 12pc 
compared to last year,” Falih, who 
previously chaired state oil com-
pany Saudi Aramco, told a G20 

conference.
Falih said in September the 

kingdom had experienced a slow-

down in FDI this year due to the 
global disruption caused by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

“When I mentioned the 12pc in-
crease I wanted to assure people 
that there was no decline, our FDI 
target is much higher,” Falih said 
on Saturday.

As part of efforts to attract for-
eign investors, Saudi Arabia will 
launch next year special econom-
ic zones dedicated to several sec-
tors, Falih said.

In addition to attracting higher 
investment volumes, it will focus 
on “qualitative growth”, he said, 
mentioning areas such as cloud 
computing, renewable energy, 
tourism, culture, entertainment, 
and logistics.

“These investments may have 
lower investment volumes but 
higher impact on the economy.”

Two day summit
Saudi Arabia is chairing a two-

day summit this weekend of 
leaders of the 20 biggest world 
economies, who will debate how 
to deal with a pandemic that has 
caused a global recession and how 
to manage the recovery once it is 
under control.

Falih said the Saudi economy, 
which has been hit by the double 
blow of the pandemic and lower 
oil prices, had shown resilience 
this year and had a proven ability 
to withstand shocks.

Special economic zones in 2021
Reuters | Dubai

Saudi Arabia’s Minister of Investment Khalid al-Falih said on Satur-
day the Gulf state plans to launch special economic zones in 2021.

Speaking to a G20 panel, Falih also said the kingdom’s Vision 2030 
plan to diversify the economy away from oil was more popular today 
than ever and that the country was emerging from the coronavirus 
pandemic with a resilient economy and private sector.

Saudi Arabian Investment Minister Khalid al-Falih, speaks during a virtual meeting 
of B20 at the Saudi Business Group summit in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Erdogan, Saudi king agree to 
solve issues through dialogue
Reuters | Cairo

Turkish President Tayyip 
Erdogan and Saudi Ara-

bia’s King Salman bin Abdu-
laziz agreed in a phone call 
improve bilateral ties and 
solve outstanding disputes 
through dialogue, the Turk-
ish presidency said early  
yesterday. 

Saudi state news agency SPA 
reported late on Friday that 
the king called Erdogan to co-
ordinate efforts exerted within 
the work of the G20 summit, 
which will take place on Nov. 
21 and 22.

Saudi Arabia and Turkey have 
been at odds for some years 
over foreign policy and atti-
tudes towards Islamist political 
groups. 

For more than a year, some 
Saudi and Turkish traders have 
speculated that Saudi Arabia 

was enforcing an informal 
boycott of imports from Tur-
key. Turkey’s leading business 
groups urged Saudi Arabia last 
month to improve trade rela-
tions.

“President Erdogan and King 

Salman agreed to keep channels 
of dialogue open to improve 
bilateral ties and overcome is-
sues,” the Turkish presidency 
said in a statement, adding the 
two men had also discussed the 
G20 summit.

Turkey’s President Tayyip Erdogan and Saudi King Salman shake hands during 
a welcoming ceremony in Ankara, Turkey

Malaysia Airlines 
seeks aid from 
wealth fund 
Khazanah, creditor 
talks continue

Reuters | Kuala Lumpur

Malaysia Airlines’ parent com-
pany has sought financial 

aid from its sole shareholder, the 
nation’s sovereign wealth fund, 
as debt restructuring talks with 
creditors drag on, the company said 
yesterday. 

“Malaysia Aviation Group has 
requested financial support from 
our shareholder Khazanah Nasion-
al although the company isn’t in a 
position to comment on amount 
at this point in time,” it said in an 
email to Reuters.

The group said it remains in talks 
for a restructuring and that it was 
targeting a commercial agreement 
in the first week of December.

The airline could be seeking as 
much as $500 million, said Ma-
laysia’s Edge weekly, which first 
reported the news, citing unnamed 
sources.

Khazanah said any funding for 
the airline will depend on the out-
come of discussions with creditors 
and lessors, which it said is crucial 
to the success of the restructuring.

Malaysia Airlines is seeking to 
restructure after the COVID-19 pan-
demic forced it to slash operations.

An airport employee beside a Malaysia 
Airlines plane at Kuala Lumpur 
International Airport in Sepang, Malaysia

China says carbon trading scheme will 
cover 2,267 power plants in phase one
Reuters | Shanghai

China’s long-awaited na-
tionwide emissions trading 

scheme (ETS) will cover a total 
of 2,267 power plants in its first 
phase, according to government 
consultation papers.

Coal- and gas-fired power 
plants with annual carbon diox-
ide emissions of at least 26,000 
tonnes are included in the first 
phase of the scheme, according 
to documents for public feed-
back by the Ministry of Ecol-
ogy and Environment (MEE) 
released on Friday.

Under the scheme, firms are 

given allowances free of charge 
based on historical emissions, 
and have to buy additional per-
mits if they exceed their quota. 
The total amount they need to 
buy will account for no more 
than 20% of their allocation.

The quota allocations have 
been determined based on 
emissions levels from 2013-
2019, but the ministry said the 
collection of relevant data for 

last year had been disrupted by 
the COVID-19 pandemic and by 
funding issues.

China launched seven pilot 
regional carbon markets in 
2013-2014, trading more than 
400 million tonnes of CO2 by 
August this year, but the na-
tional ETS has been repeatedly 
delayed.

Li Gao, head of MEE’s climate 
department, said in January 
that he expected a “break-
through” to be made by the 
end of the year. However, at a 
briefing last month he declined 
to give an exact date for the 
launch of trade.

Coal- and gas-fired power 
plants with annual carbon 

dioxide emissions of at least 
26,000 tonnes are included 

in the first phase of the 
scheme
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India set to double oil 
refining capacity in 
five years: Modi

Reuters | Mumbai

India plans to nearly dou-
ble its oil refining capacity 

in the next five years, Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi said 
yesterday, offering a much 
more aggressive timeline than 
previously despite the corona-
virus pandemic blighting the 
economy.

The country’s energy min-
ister was quoted in June as 
saying India’s oil refining ca-
pacity could jump to 450-500 
million tonnes in 10 years from 
the current level of about 250 
million tonnes.

But addressing a petroleum 
university’s convocation, Modi 
said “work is being done to 
nearly double the country’s oil 
refining capacity in the next 
five years”.

The convocation was also 

addressed virtually by billion-
aire Mukesh Ambani, whose 
Reliance Industries Ltd op-
erates the world’s biggest oil 
refinery in Modi’s home state 
of Gujarat.

Modi said India was also 
aiming to raise the share of 
natural gas in its energy-con-
sumption mix by up to four 
times. 

The cleaner-burning fuel 
currently accounts for about 
6 per cent of the energy con-
sumed in the country.

India would achieve its tar-
gets of increasing renewable 
energy capacity to 175 giga-
watts by 2022 and 450 giga-
watts by 2030 ahead of sched-
ule, Modi added. 

The country had renewa-
ble energy capacity of about 
75 gigawatts at the end of  
2018.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi

Singapore Airlines’ India venture 
Vistara eyes direct flights to US

• Flag carrier Air 
India is the only Indian 
airline currently 
offering direct 
flights to the US

Reuters | New Delhi

Vistara, an Indian full-ser-
vice airline owned by Tata 

Group and Singapore Airlines, 
is considering starting direct 
flights to the United States as 
the COVID-19 pandemic in-
creases demand for non-stop 
travel, a senior executive said 
yesterday. 

While the specific timeframe 
and aircraft requirements are 
yet to be finalised, Vistara is 
studying various scenarios for 
direct flights, Vinod Kannan, 
chief commercial officer, told 
Reuters in an interview.

Vistara has seen a rise in 
demand for non-stop flights, 
as passengers try to avoid 
stopovers to reduce the risk 
of getting infected - a trend it 
expects will continue in the 
future.

“This means there is defi-
nitely an opportunity...to fly 
direct to the US., and it is an 
opportunity we are looking at,” 
Kannan said.

The airline, which started 
international flights last year, 
currently operates two Boe-
ing Co widebody planes and 
has four more on order but 
Kannan said the specifications 
and layout were not suited for 
direct flights to the United 
States.

Whether Vistara would look 
at ordering new planes or leas-
ing them is under discussion.

“In today’s situation it is 
much easier to lease a wide-
body compared to one year 
ago. Those opportunities and 
scenarios are being worked 
on,” Kannan said.

By mid-2023, Vistara expects 
20 per cent to 30pc of its total 
seat capacity to be deployed on 
international routes, up from 
less than 10pc last year.

It expects to expand its fleet 
to 70 planes - a mix of Airbus’ 
narrow-body planes and Boe-
ing widebodies - from 47 or 
48 planes by the end of the 
current fiscal year.

A Vistara Airbus A320 passenger aircraft prepares for takeoff at Chhatrapati 
Shivaji International airport in Mumbai, India

Britain and Canada 
sign post-Brexit 
rollover trade deal
• Britain prepares 
to end its transition 
out of the European 
Union on Dec. 31

Reuters | Toronto/London

Britain and Canada struck 
a rollover trade deal yes-
terday to protect the flow 

of $27 billion-worth of goods 
and services between them af-
ter Brexit, and vowed to start 
talks on a bespoke agreement 
next year.

As Britain prepares to end 
its transition out of the Euro-
pean Union on Dec. 31, it has 
negotiated multiple rollover bi-
lateral deals to maintain trade, 
with many simply replacing 
the terms the bloc had already 
agreed.

British Prime Minister Bo-
ris Johnson joined Canada’s 
Justin Trudeau and their re-
spective trade ministers on an 
online call to mark the deal, 
which paves the way for a tai-
lor-made agreement covering 
more areas such as digital trade, 
small businesses, the environ-
ment and women’s economic  
empowerment.

“Today’s agreement under-
pins 20 billion pounds worth of 
trade and locks in certainty for 
thousands of jobs,” Liz Truss, 
the UK’s international trade sec-
retary, said in a statement.

Her Canadian counterpart 

Mary Ng said the transitional 
agreement “largely replicates” 
the EU deal on tariff reductions 
and provisions for labour and 
environment.

“We do want an ambitious, 
high level comprehensive 
trade agreement with the UK,” 
Ng said, signalling Canada 
wanted similar terms to the  
EU deal.

Johnson is trying to shape a 
new “global Britain” that can 
strike out alone and negotiate 
better trade agreements than 
the EU as part of what he says 
is the benefits of its historic 
decision to leave the world’s 
biggest trading bloc.

In less than two years it has 
agreed trade deals with 53 
countries, accounting for 164 
billion pounds ($217.82 billion) 
of British bilateral trade. John-

son’s critics point out that many 
are largely the same as the EU 
deals.

The UK-Canada Trade Conti-
nuity Agreement will be subject 
to final legal checks before it is 
formally signed. “This is a good 
moment,” Trudeau said.

Britain’s Prime Minister Boris Johnson shakes hands with Canada’s Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau at the G7 summit in Biarritz, France

KNOW WHAT

Britain is Canada’s 
fifth largest trading 

partner after the 
United States, China, 

Mexico and Japan.

Europe 
regulator sees 
Boeing 737 MAX 
ungrounding in 
January

Reuters | Paris

Europe’s aviation safe-
ty regulator expects to 

clear the Boeing 737 MAX 
for flight in January, joining 
the United States in lifting 
a grounding imposed in 
the wake of two crashes, its 
top official said in remarks 
broadcast yesterday. 

“It is likely that in our case 
we will adopt the decisions 
allowing the (airplane) to 
return to service some time 
in January,” Patrick Ky, ex-
ecutive director of the Euro-
pean Union Aviation Safety 
Agency (EASA) told the Paris 
Air Forum.

Grounded Boeing 737 MAX 
aircraft are seen parked at 
Boeing facilities at Grant County 
International Airport in Moses 
Lake, Washington, US

Xi says China 
ready to boost 
global COVID-19 
vaccine 
cooperation
Reuters | Beijing

President Xi Jinping said 
yesterday that China is 

ready to step up global COV-
ID-19 vaccine cooperation, 
and called for better inter-
national coordination on 
policies to facilitate move-
ment of people.

Pharmaceutical compa-
nies and research centres 
around the world are work-
ing on potential COVID-19 
vaccines, with large global 
trials of several of the can-
didates involving tens of 
thousands of participants 
underway. China has five 
home-grown candidates 
undergoing Phase III trials.

“China is  wil l ing to 
strengthen cooperation 
with other countries in the 
research and development, 
production, and distribu-
tion of vaccines,” Xi told 
the G20 Riyadh Summit via 
video link.

Xi Jinping also called 
for stronger international 
policy coordination to es-
tablish travel “fast tracks” 
that would facilitate orderly 
global movement.

China proposes the 
creation of a mecha-
nism by which travel-
lers’ coronavirus test 
results were recog-

nised internationally 
through digital health 

codes.

It is with sadness and profound grief that we announce the passing 
of Muhammad Danish Khan, Accounts 

Manager in our Finance department of Bahrain. 
Danish was a beloved co-worker who passed away on 

Wednesday, 11th November after a short illness.

The Board of Directors, Executive Management and sta� of AXA 
Insurance (Gulf ) B.S.C. (c) express their deepest sympathy and 

heartfelt condolences to his family, 
friends and colleagues.  

May his soul rest in peace



Armenia PM 
urges stronger 
military links 
with Russia
Reuters | Baku

Armenian Prime Min-
ister Nikol Pashinyan 

called yesterday for great-
er military cooperation 
with Russia, a day after 
Azerbaijani troops be-
gan moving into disputed 
territory previously held 
by Armenian separatist  
forces.

“We hope we can rein-
force cooperation with Rus-
sia not only in the security 
sector but also military and 
technical cooperation,” he 
said, according to his press 
service.

“Of course, there were 
hard times before the war 
but the situation today is 
even more difficult.”

Pashinyan was speaking 
during a meeting in Yere-
van with Russian Defence 
Minister Sergei Shoigu af-
ter Azerbaijani troops Fri-
day moved into the Agh-
dam district bordering Na-
gorno-Karabakh.

Armenia and Azerbaijan 
agreed to a Russian-bro-
kered ceasefire on Novem-
ber 9 after six weeks of 
fighting over the self-pro-
claimed republic. Under 
the agreement, Azerbaijan 
will regain control of three 
districts that have been con-
trolled by the separatists 
since the 1990s.

Lebanese police hunt 
dozens after mass jailbreak
• Five Lebanese 
prisoners die in 
accident during an 
ensuing police chase

AFP | Beirut

Police in Lebanon yesterday 
hunted for 44 fugitive prison-

ers who escaped from a detention 
centre on the outskirts of Beirut, 
calling on local residents to be 
on alert.

Despite tight security, 69 people 
broke out of a detention facility 
near the presidential palace in 
Baabda, east of Beirut, a police 
statement said.

Five were killed in a car acci-
dent, when they lost control of the 
stolen vehicle as they rushed away 
and crashed into a tree. One other 
person was taken to hospital.

By early afternoon yesterday, 15 
had been recaptured, and another 
four had handed themselves back 
in, leaving 44 on the run.

“A manhunt is...underway to 
arrest the remaining fugitive pris-
oners,” police said in a statement.

Local authorities called on res-
idents to be on alert, with large 
numbers of security forces de-
ployed searching the area.

Prosecutor Ghada Aoun has or-
dered an immediate investigation 
in the breakout.

Speaking to AFP, she said she 
did not rule out the possibility of 

“collusion between the detainees 
and security guards tasked with 
protecting their cells.”

Judge Fadi Akiki, a government 
representative at the military 
court, held a meeting with secu-
rity officials after inspecting the 
detention facility and site of the 
car crash.

Relatives of the inmates gath-

ered outside the detention centre, 
located in Baabda’s Justice Pal-
ace, where some were awaiting  
trial.

Some asked about the fate of 
their relatives, while others hand-
ed their sons back into custody, 
according to an AFP photographer.

They include Joumana Berjawi, 
whose 22-year-old son escaped 
after being held for six months on 
charges of attempted murder -- a 
charge she denies.

“My son was among the escap-
ees, but I brought him back and 
handed him over to the state,” 
Berjawi told AFP.

The jailbreak comes as detain-
ees across Lebanon have called 
on parliament to approve a draft 
general amnesty law, that would 
see thousands of them freed from 
coronavirus-hit prisons.

COURAGE IS LIKE LOVE; IT MUST 
HAVE HOPE FOR NOURISHMENT
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE
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Portuguese navigator Vasco 
da Gama rounds Cape of Good 
Hope on way to first voyage 
from Europe to reach India

Flying boat “China Clipper” takes 
off from Alameda, California, 
carrying 100,000 pieces of mail 
on 1st trans-Pacific airmail flight

US President John F. Kennedy as-
sassinated by Lee Harvey Oswald 
while riding in an open-topped 
motorcade in Dallas, Texas

Angela Merkel becomes 
the first female Chan-
cellor of Germany
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Anyone who wants a 
COVID-19 test should 

be able to get one. Period.
@JoeBiden

Americans deserve 
leaders that will be 

there for everyone in 
times of crisis—doesn’t 
matter whether you’re a 
Democrat or Republican. 
That’s the kind of lead-
ership President-elect 
@JoeBiden and I will 
provide.

@KamalaHarris

Happy to see Crown 
Prince of Abu Dha-

bi Mohammed bin Zayed 
again and discuss the im-
plementation of the Abra-
ham Accords and efforts 
to counter Iran. The U.S.-
UAE relationship is grow-
ing in depth and scope 
and will bring greater sta-
bility to the region.

@SecPompeo

Big voter fraud infor-
mation coming out 

concerning Georgia. Stay 
tuned!

@realDonaldTrump

 Disclaimer: (Views expressed 
by columnists are personal and 
need not necessarily reflect our 

editorial stances)
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Remains of two victims of 79 AD volcanic eruption unearthed at Pompeii
AFP | Rome

The remains of two victims 
of the eruption of Mount 

Vesuvius almost 2,000 years ago 
have been unearthed at a grand 
villa on the fringes of Pompeii, 
officials at the archaeological 
site said yesterday.

“Two skeletons of individ-
uals caught in the fury of the 
eruption have been found,” the 
officials at the Italian site near 
Naples said in a statement.

The researchers believe the 
figures are those of a young 
slave and a richer older man, 
around 40 and presumed to be 
his owner, based on the vestiges 
of clothing and their physical 
appearance.

The ruined city of Pompeii 
was submerged in ash after the 
eruption of Mount Vesuvius 
in 79 AD. It is now Italy’s sec-

ond-most visited tourist attrac-
tion after Rome’s Colosseum, 
receiving nearly 4 million visits 
last year.

The massive site that spreads 
over 44-hectares (110-acres) is 
what remains of one of one the 

richest cities in the Roman em-
pire. Layers of ash buried many 
buildings and objects in a nearly 
pristine state, including curled-
up corpses of victims.

After the latest human re-
mains were uncovered, the 

bones were analysed and then 
plaster was poured in, a tech-
nique invented by Giuseppe 
Fiorelli in 1867.

This creates a plaster cast 
which shows the shapes of the 
bodies of the two victims, in a 
supine position, where they fell.

The two skeletons were found, 
during ongoing excavations at 
Civita Giuliana, around 700 me-
tres northwest of Pompeii, at 
a villa overlooking the Bay of 
Naples where previously a stable 
and the remains of three har-
nessed horses had been found.

The two bodies were found in 
a side room of the “cryptoporti-
cus” a corridor below the villa 
where the could have gone to 
seek shelter.

While excavations contin-
ue at the Pompeii site, tourism 
has stopped due to coronavirus 
measures.

IS-claimed rocket attack 
on Kabul kills eight
Several rockets hit residential areas in the early rush hour in the Afghan capital

• The explosions, some 
close to the diplomatic 
enclave, sent warning sirens 
blaring from embassies

• The attack came hours 
before Pompeo was to meet 
with negotiators from Afghan 
government and Taliban

AFP | Kabul

At least eight people were killed yes-
terday when a barrage of rockets 
struck densely populated parts of 

Kabul, the latest big attack in a wave of vi-
olence that has engulfed the Afghan capital.

The Islamic State (IS) group claimed re-
sponsibility for the salvo, which slammed 
into various parts of central and north Ka-
bul -- including in and around the heavily 
fortified Green Zone that houses embassies 
and international firms -- just before 9:00 
am (0430 GMT).

The attack came hours before US Secre-
tary of State Mike Pompeo was to meet with 
negotiators from the Afghan government 
and the Taliban in the Qatari capital Doha 
amid signs of progress in their peace talks.

The Iranian embassy said on Twitter that 
its main building had been hit by rocket 
fragments after one landed on the premises. 
No one in the compound, located just out-
side the Green Zone, was wounded.

Despite the IS claim, interior ministry 
spokesman Tariq Arian blamed the Talib-
an, saying “terrorists” had fired a total of 
23 rockets.

“Based on initial information, eight peo-
ple were martyred, and 31 others were 
wounded,” Arian said, noting the final toll 
would change.

Kabul police spokesman Ferdaws Fara-
marz confirmed the same tolls and details.

At least one rocket landed in an office 
inside the Green Zone, but did not explode.

Several buildings sustained damage to 
walls and windows, including at the large 
Sana Medical Complex.

Mariam Rahimi, 26, a nurse at the facility, 
said she had been thrown off her feet when 
a rocket struck the hospital.

“The impact broke windows and ta-
bles and damaged some parts of a wall. I 
screamed for help and called other staff 
members to evacuate the children who 
were admitted at the hospital,” Rahimi 
told AFP.

“I am scared and have a headache from 
the shock of the attack. These attackers 
must die, they don’t even spare hospitals.”

Recent major attacks in Kabul, including 
two horrific assaults on educational institu-
tions that killed nearly 50 people, follow a 
familiar pattern in the aftermath, with the 
Taliban denying any involvement while the 
Afghan government pins the blame on them 

or their proxies.
“The rocket attack in Kabul city has noth-

ing to do with the mujahideen of the Islam-
ic Emirate,” Taliban spokesman Zabihullah 
Mujahid said, using the insurgents’ name 
for Afghanistan.

The Taliban are under pressure not to 
attack urban areas, having pledged not to 
do so under the terms of a US withdrawal 
deal signed in February.

Any acknowledgement of overt involve-
ment in such incidents could in theory slow 
the American pull-out, though outgoing US 
President Donald Trump has made clear 
he wants US forces out regardless of the 
situation on the ground.

IS claimed the two attacks on educa-
tional centres, but Kabul said the Talib-
an’s ultra-violent Haqqani network was 
responsible.

The jihadists said on Telegram that their 
“soldiers of the caliphate” had fired 28 
Katyusha rockets in yesterday’s attack.

Philippines’ 
Duterte ends 
overseas 
travel ban on 
healthcare 
workers

Reuters | Manila

Philippine President 
Rodrigo Duterte has 

approved ending a ban 
on deploying the nation’s 
healthcare workers, his la-
bour minister said yester-
day, clearing the way for 
thousands of nurses to take 
up jobs overseas.

“The president already 
approved the lifting of the 
temporary suspension of 
deployment of nurses and 
other medical workers,” 
Labour Secretary Silvestre 
Bello told Reuters.

Bello said the spread of 
the novel coronavirus was 
slowing down in the coun-
try and conditions were 
improving, so the govern-
ment could afford to let its 
healthcare workers leave.

To ensure the Philippines 
has enough medical profes-
sionals to continue to fight 
the pandemic at home, only 
5,000 healthcare workers 
will be allowed to leave 
every year, Bello said.

To ensure the Philippines 
has enough medical profes-
sionals to continue to fight 
the pandemic at home, only 
5,000 healthcare workers 
will be allowed to leave 
every year, Bello said.

“We are starting only 
with a cap of 5,000 so we 
will not run out (of medi-
cal workers), but this may 
increase eventually,” Bello 
said.

Rodrigo Duterte

58,315,176

1,384,106

40,369,470

Deaths

Recovered:

New cases 

New deaths 
+416,181

+7,249 

Country Total 
cases

new 
cases

Total 
deaths

New 
Deaths

Total 
recovered

Active 
cases

Egypt 112,318 6,521 101,685 4,112

Saudi 
Arabia

355,034 +221 5,761 +16 342,882 6,391

UAE 157,785 +1,262 548 +1 148,080 9,157

Kuwait 139,734 +426 863 +2 131,560 7,311

Oman 121,360 1,365 112,406 7,589

Qatar 137,062 +174 235 134,100 2,727

Middle East

Country Total cases Total  
deaths

1 USA 12,354,646 261,130 

2 India 9,095,543 133,260

3 Brazil 6,020,164 168,687

4 France 2,127,051 48,518

5 Russia 2,064,748 35,778

6 Spain 1,589,219 42,619

7 UK 1,493,383 54,626

8 Italy 1,380,531 49,261

9 Argentina 1,359,042 36,790

10 Colombia 1,233,444 34,929

11 Mexico 1,025,969 100,823

12 Peru 946,087 35,484

13 Germany 909,387 14,154

14 Poland 843,475 13,288
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News in brief 
 u With a parade of people 
dressed in dinosaur costumes 
to represent Thailand’s 

establishment, high school students 
led a protest by thousands of people in 
Bangkok with calls to bring down the 
government and reform the monarchy. 
It was the first major protest since Prime 
Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha said on Thursday 
that police would use all laws against 
protesters, who have become the biggest 
challenge to Thailand’s rulers in years.

 u The death 
of a black man 
beaten by white 
security guards at a supermarket 
sparked protests across Brazil 
as the country celebrated Black 
Consciousness Day. A video of 
the incident in the southern city of 
Porto Alegre captured on a witness’s 
mobile phone was broadcast on 
social networks and Brazilian media. 
As the clip went viral, around 1,000 
protesters in Sao Paulo marched to 
a branch of the French-owned Carrefour supermarket chain and stoned the glass 
storefront before storming the premises, trashing and burning goods.

 u Ethiopia’s government claimed advances in its battle against the 
dissident Tigray region, while showing no signs of bowing to international 
pressure for a halt to the conflict that has caused tens of thousands to flee 
and raised fears of a humanitarian disaster. “Our defence forces are currently 
marching on Mekele,” the Ethiopia State of Emergency Fact Check, a government 
agency, said. The regional capital is the seat of the Tigray People’s Liberation 
Front (TPLF), which the government is seeking to dislodge from power.

 u Eight people were 
injured in a shooting at 
a US mall in Wisconsin 
according to police, who said they were 
still hunting for the shooter. The FBI and the 
Milwaukee County Sheriff’s office tweeted that 
their officers were on the scene at the Mayfair 
Mall in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, supporting 
the “active” response by local police. “When 
emergency personnel arrived, the shooter was 
no longer at the scene,” the Wauwatosa Police 
Department said in a statement.

 u The 17-year-
old right-wing 
extremist 

charged with shooting two people dead at a Black Lives Matter protest in 
the Midwestern US state of Wisconsin earlier this year was released after 
posting $2 million bail, one of his lawyers tweeted. Kyle Rittenhouse “is out 
of jail,” Lin Wood wrote, adding special thanks to actor Ricky Schroder and My 
Pillow chief executive Mike Lindell, an ally of US President Donald Trump, for 
contributions which put them “over the top.”

Thai students protest 
against ‘dinosaurs’

Teen accused of killing two at 
US protest released on $2mn bail

Protests in Brazil after security 
guards beat black man to death

Eight hurt in shooting at US 
mall, gunman still at large

India aims to reduce carbon 
footprint by 30-35 pc: Modi
• Modi says India set 
to double oil refining 
capacity in five years, 
earlier than expected

PTI | New Delhi

India’s Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi yesterday said the coun-

try was moving forward with the 
goal of reducing its carbon foot-
print by 30 to 35 per cent.

He also said that efforts were on 
to increase the use of natural gas 
by four times in this decade and to 
double the oil refining capacity in 
the next five years.

The prime minister said this 
while addressing the eighth con-
vocation of Pandit Deendayal Pe-
troleum University (PDPU) here 
via video conference.

‘Today, the country is moving 
forward with the goal of reducing 
its carbon footprint by 30 to 35 
per cent. When I told this to the 
world, it expressed surprise and 
wondered if India could achieve 
this,’ he said.

‘Our effort is to increase the 
share of natural gas in our energy 
needs by four times in this decade. 
Work is also on to nearly double 
the oil refining capacity in the 
coming five years,’ he added.

He also expressed confidence 
that the country will achieve its 

renewable energy generation tar-
get ‘before time’.

‘Today, per unit cost (of solar 
power) has come down to less 
than Rs 2 from Rs 12-13 earlier. 
Today, solar power has become 
the country’s priority. We have 
made a commitment to generate 
175 gigawatt renewable energy 
and I am confident that we will 
achieve this before 2022,’ he said.

‘Also, our renewable energy 
target of 450 gigawatt by 2030, a 
big aim, will be achieved before 
time...I am confident of that,’ he 
said.

Modi said that the oil and gas 
sector will see an investment of 
crores of rupees in this decade, 

which will create opportunities 
for the graduating students of 
the university in the fields of re-
search, manufacturing and others.

He also said that work is under-
way to strengthen the start-ups 
ecosystem related to the ener-
gy security sector, and a special 
fund has been allocated for the 
purpose.

‘If you have any idea, product 
or any concept which you want 
to incubate, then this fund will be 
a good opportunity for you, and a 
gift from the government,’ he said.

The PM said that despite the 
hardships caused by the corona-
virus pandemic, the graduating 
students should remember that 

their strength and capacities are 
much bigger than the challenges, 
and asked them not to lose con-
fidence.

‘What is more important than 
problems is your purpose, pref-
erence and your commitment. 
This is not that you are facing 
a challenge for the first time in 
your life, or that this is the last 
challenge. It is not the case that a 
successful person does not have 
problems. But those who accept 
the challenges and defeat them 
are the ones who succeed,’ he said.

He asked the students to recall 
the period of the country’s Inde-
pendence movement and how 
people sacrificed their lives for 
it. He asked them to similarly be-
come a soldier for ‘Aatmanirbhar 
Bharat’.

He said that those who succeed 
in life possess a sense of respon-
sibility.

Lebanese police inspect a damaged car after fugitives crashed it into a tree

India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi during his address (file photo)

The remains of the two men discovered in Pompeii

People inspect a damaged house after several rockets land at Khair Khana, north west of Kabul

The rocket attack in Kabul 
city has nothing to do with 

the mujahideen of the Islamic 
Emirate

TALIBAN SPOKESMAN ZABIHULLAH MUJAHID

Our effort is to increase 
the share of natural 

gas in our energy needs 
by four times in this 

decade. Work is also on 
to nearly double the oil 
refining capacity in the 

coming five years
NARENDRA MODI

69
people broke out of a 
detention facility near 
the presidential palace 

in Baabda, east of Beirut 
despite tight security

Pompeii officials said 
the men apparently 

escaped the initial fall 
of ash from Mount 
Vesuvius then suc-

cumbed to a powerful 
volcanic blast that 
took place the next 
morning. The later 

blast apparently in-
vaded the area from 

many points, sur-
rounding and burying 

the victims in ash,

KNOW WHAT

Taliban and Afghan govern-
ment negotiators launched 

peace talks in Doha in Septem-
ber but progress has been slow 
and violence has raged across 

Afghanistan regardless

KNOW WHAT



Armenia PM 
urges stronger 
military links 
with Russia
Reuters | Baku

Armenian Prime Min-
ister Nikol Pashinyan 

called yesterday for great-
er military cooperation 
with Russia, a day after 
Azerbaijani troops be-
gan moving into disputed 
territory previously held 
by Armenian separatist  
forces.

“We hope we can rein-
force cooperation with Rus-
sia not only in the security 
sector but also military and 
technical cooperation,” he 
said, according to his press 
service.

“Of course, there were 
hard times before the war 
but the situation today is 
even more difficult.”

Pashinyan was speaking 
during a meeting in Yere-
van with Russian Defence 
Minister Sergei Shoigu af-
ter Azerbaijani troops Fri-
day moved into the Agh-
dam district bordering Na-
gorno-Karabakh.

Armenia and Azerbaijan 
agreed to a Russian-bro-
kered ceasefire on Novem-
ber 9 after six weeks of 
fighting over the self-pro-
claimed republic. Under 
the agreement, Azerbaijan 
will regain control of three 
districts that have been con-
trolled by the separatists 
since the 1990s.

Lebanese police hunt 
dozens after mass jailbreak
• Five Lebanese 
prisoners die in 
accident during an 
ensuing police chase

AFP | Beirut

Police in Lebanon yesterday 
hunted for 44 fugitive prison-

ers who escaped from a detention 
centre on the outskirts of Beirut, 
calling on local residents to be 
on alert.

Despite tight security, 69 people 
broke out of a detention facility 
near the presidential palace in 
Baabda, east of Beirut, a police 
statement said.

Five were killed in a car acci-
dent, when they lost control of the 
stolen vehicle as they rushed away 
and crashed into a tree. One other 
person was taken to hospital.

By early afternoon yesterday, 15 
had been recaptured, and another 
four had handed themselves back 
in, leaving 44 on the run.

“A manhunt is...underway to 
arrest the remaining fugitive pris-
oners,” police said in a statement.

Local authorities called on res-
idents to be on alert, with large 
numbers of security forces de-
ployed searching the area.

Prosecutor Ghada Aoun has or-
dered an immediate investigation 
in the breakout.

Speaking to AFP, she said she 
did not rule out the possibility of 

“collusion between the detainees 
and security guards tasked with 
protecting their cells.”

Judge Fadi Akiki, a government 
representative at the military 
court, held a meeting with secu-
rity officials after inspecting the 
detention facility and site of the 
car crash.

Relatives of the inmates gath-

ered outside the detention centre, 
located in Baabda’s Justice Pal-
ace, where some were awaiting  
trial.

Some asked about the fate of 
their relatives, while others hand-
ed their sons back into custody, 
according to an AFP photographer.

They include Joumana Berjawi, 
whose 22-year-old son escaped 
after being held for six months on 
charges of attempted murder -- a 
charge she denies.

“My son was among the escap-
ees, but I brought him back and 
handed him over to the state,” 
Berjawi told AFP.

The jailbreak comes as detain-
ees across Lebanon have called 
on parliament to approve a draft 
general amnesty law, that would 
see thousands of them freed from 
coronavirus-hit prisons.

COURAGE IS LIKE LOVE; IT MUST 
HAVE HOPE FOR NOURISHMENT
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE
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HISTORY
Portuguese navigator Vasco 
da Gama rounds Cape of Good 
Hope on way to first voyage 
from Europe to reach India

Flying boat “China Clipper” takes 
off from Alameda, California, 
carrying 100,000 pieces of mail 
on 1st trans-Pacific airmail flight

US President John F. Kennedy as-
sassinated by Lee Harvey Oswald 
while riding in an open-topped 
motorcade in Dallas, Texas

Angela Merkel becomes 
the first female Chan-
cellor of Germany
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Anyone who wants a 
COVID-19 test should 

be able to get one. Period.
@JoeBiden

Americans deserve 
leaders that will be 

there for everyone in 
times of crisis—doesn’t 
matter whether you’re a 
Democrat or Republican. 
That’s the kind of lead-
ership President-elect 
@JoeBiden and I will 
provide.

@KamalaHarris

Happy to see Crown 
Prince of Abu Dha-

bi Mohammed bin Zayed 
again and discuss the im-
plementation of the Abra-
ham Accords and efforts 
to counter Iran. The U.S.-
UAE relationship is grow-
ing in depth and scope 
and will bring greater sta-
bility to the region.

@SecPompeo

Big voter fraud infor-
mation coming out 

concerning Georgia. Stay 
tuned!

@realDonaldTrump

 Disclaimer: (Views expressed 
by columnists are personal and 
need not necessarily reflect our 

editorial stances)
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Remains of two victims of 79 AD volcanic eruption unearthed at Pompeii
AFP | Rome

The remains of two victims 
of the eruption of Mount 

Vesuvius almost 2,000 years ago 
have been unearthed at a grand 
villa on the fringes of Pompeii, 
officials at the archaeological 
site said yesterday.

“Two skeletons of individ-
uals caught in the fury of the 
eruption have been found,” the 
officials at the Italian site near 
Naples said in a statement.

The researchers believe the 
figures are those of a young 
slave and a richer older man, 
around 40 and presumed to be 
his owner, based on the vestiges 
of clothing and their physical 
appearance.

The ruined city of Pompeii 
was submerged in ash after the 
eruption of Mount Vesuvius 
in 79 AD. It is now Italy’s sec-

ond-most visited tourist attrac-
tion after Rome’s Colosseum, 
receiving nearly 4 million visits 
last year.

The massive site that spreads 
over 44-hectares (110-acres) is 
what remains of one of one the 

richest cities in the Roman em-
pire. Layers of ash buried many 
buildings and objects in a nearly 
pristine state, including curled-
up corpses of victims.

After the latest human re-
mains were uncovered, the 

bones were analysed and then 
plaster was poured in, a tech-
nique invented by Giuseppe 
Fiorelli in 1867.

This creates a plaster cast 
which shows the shapes of the 
bodies of the two victims, in a 
supine position, where they fell.

The two skeletons were found, 
during ongoing excavations at 
Civita Giuliana, around 700 me-
tres northwest of Pompeii, at 
a villa overlooking the Bay of 
Naples where previously a stable 
and the remains of three har-
nessed horses had been found.

The two bodies were found in 
a side room of the “cryptoporti-
cus” a corridor below the villa 
where the could have gone to 
seek shelter.

While excavations contin-
ue at the Pompeii site, tourism 
has stopped due to coronavirus 
measures.

IS-claimed rocket attack 
on Kabul kills eight
Several rockets hit residential areas in the early rush hour in the Afghan capital

• The explosions, some 
close to the diplomatic 
enclave, sent warning sirens 
blaring from embassies

• The attack came hours 
before Pompeo was to meet 
with negotiators from Afghan 
government and Taliban

AFP | Kabul

At least eight people were killed yes-
terday when a barrage of rockets 
struck densely populated parts of 

Kabul, the latest big attack in a wave of vi-
olence that has engulfed the Afghan capital.

The Islamic State (IS) group claimed re-
sponsibility for the salvo, which slammed 
into various parts of central and north Ka-
bul -- including in and around the heavily 
fortified Green Zone that houses embassies 
and international firms -- just before 9:00 
am (0430 GMT).

The attack came hours before US Secre-
tary of State Mike Pompeo was to meet with 
negotiators from the Afghan government 
and the Taliban in the Qatari capital Doha 
amid signs of progress in their peace talks.

The Iranian embassy said on Twitter that 
its main building had been hit by rocket 
fragments after one landed on the premises. 
No one in the compound, located just out-
side the Green Zone, was wounded.

Despite the IS claim, interior ministry 
spokesman Tariq Arian blamed the Talib-
an, saying “terrorists” had fired a total of 
23 rockets.

“Based on initial information, eight peo-
ple were martyred, and 31 others were 
wounded,” Arian said, noting the final toll 
would change.

Kabul police spokesman Ferdaws Fara-
marz confirmed the same tolls and details.

At least one rocket landed in an office 
inside the Green Zone, but did not explode.

Several buildings sustained damage to 
walls and windows, including at the large 
Sana Medical Complex.

Mariam Rahimi, 26, a nurse at the facility, 
said she had been thrown off her feet when 
a rocket struck the hospital.

“The impact broke windows and ta-
bles and damaged some parts of a wall. I 
screamed for help and called other staff 
members to evacuate the children who 
were admitted at the hospital,” Rahimi 
told AFP.

“I am scared and have a headache from 
the shock of the attack. These attackers 
must die, they don’t even spare hospitals.”

Recent major attacks in Kabul, including 
two horrific assaults on educational institu-
tions that killed nearly 50 people, follow a 
familiar pattern in the aftermath, with the 
Taliban denying any involvement while the 
Afghan government pins the blame on them 

or their proxies.
“The rocket attack in Kabul city has noth-

ing to do with the mujahideen of the Islam-
ic Emirate,” Taliban spokesman Zabihullah 
Mujahid said, using the insurgents’ name 
for Afghanistan.

The Taliban are under pressure not to 
attack urban areas, having pledged not to 
do so under the terms of a US withdrawal 
deal signed in February.

Any acknowledgement of overt involve-
ment in such incidents could in theory slow 
the American pull-out, though outgoing US 
President Donald Trump has made clear 
he wants US forces out regardless of the 
situation on the ground.

IS claimed the two attacks on educa-
tional centres, but Kabul said the Talib-
an’s ultra-violent Haqqani network was 
responsible.

The jihadists said on Telegram that their 
“soldiers of the caliphate” had fired 28 
Katyusha rockets in yesterday’s attack.

Philippines’ 
Duterte ends 
overseas 
travel ban on 
healthcare 
workers

Reuters | Manila

Philippine President 
Rodrigo Duterte has 

approved ending a ban 
on deploying the nation’s 
healthcare workers, his la-
bour minister said yester-
day, clearing the way for 
thousands of nurses to take 
up jobs overseas.

“The president already 
approved the lifting of the 
temporary suspension of 
deployment of nurses and 
other medical workers,” 
Labour Secretary Silvestre 
Bello told Reuters.

Bello said the spread of 
the novel coronavirus was 
slowing down in the coun-
try and conditions were 
improving, so the govern-
ment could afford to let its 
healthcare workers leave.

To ensure the Philippines 
has enough medical profes-
sionals to continue to fight 
the pandemic at home, only 
5,000 healthcare workers 
will be allowed to leave 
every year, Bello said.

To ensure the Philippines 
has enough medical profes-
sionals to continue to fight 
the pandemic at home, only 
5,000 healthcare workers 
will be allowed to leave 
every year, Bello said.

“We are starting only 
with a cap of 5,000 so we 
will not run out (of medi-
cal workers), but this may 
increase eventually,” Bello 
said.

Rodrigo Duterte

58,315,176

1,384,106

40,369,470

Deaths

Recovered:

New cases 

New deaths 
+416,181

+7,249 

Country Total 
cases

new 
cases

Total 
deaths

New 
Deaths

Total 
recovered

Active 
cases

Egypt 112,318 6,521 101,685 4,112

Saudi 
Arabia

355,034 +221 5,761 +16 342,882 6,391

UAE 157,785 +1,262 548 +1 148,080 9,157

Kuwait 139,734 +426 863 +2 131,560 7,311

Oman 121,360 1,365 112,406 7,589

Qatar 137,062 +174 235 134,100 2,727

Middle East

Country Total cases Total  
deaths

1 USA 12,354,646 261,130 

2 India 9,095,543 133,260

3 Brazil 6,020,164 168,687

4 France 2,127,051 48,518

5 Russia 2,064,748 35,778

6 Spain 1,589,219 42,619

7 UK 1,493,383 54,626

8 Italy 1,380,531 49,261

9 Argentina 1,359,042 36,790

10 Colombia 1,233,444 34,929

11 Mexico 1,025,969 100,823

12 Peru 946,087 35,484

13 Germany 909,387 14,154

14 Poland 843,475 13,288
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News in brief 
 u With a parade of people 
dressed in dinosaur costumes 
to represent Thailand’s 

establishment, high school students 
led a protest by thousands of people in 
Bangkok with calls to bring down the 
government and reform the monarchy. 
It was the first major protest since Prime 
Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha said on Thursday 
that police would use all laws against 
protesters, who have become the biggest 
challenge to Thailand’s rulers in years.

 u The death 
of a black man 
beaten by white 
security guards at a supermarket 
sparked protests across Brazil 
as the country celebrated Black 
Consciousness Day. A video of 
the incident in the southern city of 
Porto Alegre captured on a witness’s 
mobile phone was broadcast on 
social networks and Brazilian media. 
As the clip went viral, around 1,000 
protesters in Sao Paulo marched to 
a branch of the French-owned Carrefour supermarket chain and stoned the glass 
storefront before storming the premises, trashing and burning goods.

 u Ethiopia’s government claimed advances in its battle against the 
dissident Tigray region, while showing no signs of bowing to international 
pressure for a halt to the conflict that has caused tens of thousands to flee 
and raised fears of a humanitarian disaster. “Our defence forces are currently 
marching on Mekele,” the Ethiopia State of Emergency Fact Check, a government 
agency, said. The regional capital is the seat of the Tigray People’s Liberation 
Front (TPLF), which the government is seeking to dislodge from power.

 u Eight people were 
injured in a shooting at 
a US mall in Wisconsin 
according to police, who said they were 
still hunting for the shooter. The FBI and the 
Milwaukee County Sheriff’s office tweeted that 
their officers were on the scene at the Mayfair 
Mall in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, supporting 
the “active” response by local police. “When 
emergency personnel arrived, the shooter was 
no longer at the scene,” the Wauwatosa Police 
Department said in a statement.

 u The 17-year-
old right-wing 
extremist 

charged with shooting two people dead at a Black Lives Matter protest in 
the Midwestern US state of Wisconsin earlier this year was released after 
posting $2 million bail, one of his lawyers tweeted. Kyle Rittenhouse “is out 
of jail,” Lin Wood wrote, adding special thanks to actor Ricky Schroder and My 
Pillow chief executive Mike Lindell, an ally of US President Donald Trump, for 
contributions which put them “over the top.”

Thai students protest 
against ‘dinosaurs’

Teen accused of killing two at 
US protest released on $2mn bail

Protests in Brazil after security 
guards beat black man to death

Eight hurt in shooting at US 
mall, gunman still at large

India aims to reduce carbon 
footprint by 30-35 pc: Modi
• Modi says India set 
to double oil refining 
capacity in five years, 
earlier than expected

PTI | New Delhi

India’s Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi yesterday said the coun-

try was moving forward with the 
goal of reducing its carbon foot-
print by 30 to 35 per cent.

He also said that efforts were on 
to increase the use of natural gas 
by four times in this decade and to 
double the oil refining capacity in 
the next five years.

The prime minister said this 
while addressing the eighth con-
vocation of Pandit Deendayal Pe-
troleum University (PDPU) here 
via video conference.

‘Today, the country is moving 
forward with the goal of reducing 
its carbon footprint by 30 to 35 
per cent. When I told this to the 
world, it expressed surprise and 
wondered if India could achieve 
this,’ he said.

‘Our effort is to increase the 
share of natural gas in our energy 
needs by four times in this decade. 
Work is also on to nearly double 
the oil refining capacity in the 
coming five years,’ he added.

He also expressed confidence 
that the country will achieve its 

renewable energy generation tar-
get ‘before time’.

‘Today, per unit cost (of solar 
power) has come down to less 
than Rs 2 from Rs 12-13 earlier. 
Today, solar power has become 
the country’s priority. We have 
made a commitment to generate 
175 gigawatt renewable energy 
and I am confident that we will 
achieve this before 2022,’ he said.

‘Also, our renewable energy 
target of 450 gigawatt by 2030, a 
big aim, will be achieved before 
time...I am confident of that,’ he 
said.

Modi said that the oil and gas 
sector will see an investment of 
crores of rupees in this decade, 

which will create opportunities 
for the graduating students of 
the university in the fields of re-
search, manufacturing and others.

He also said that work is under-
way to strengthen the start-ups 
ecosystem related to the ener-
gy security sector, and a special 
fund has been allocated for the 
purpose.

‘If you have any idea, product 
or any concept which you want 
to incubate, then this fund will be 
a good opportunity for you, and a 
gift from the government,’ he said.

The PM said that despite the 
hardships caused by the corona-
virus pandemic, the graduating 
students should remember that 

their strength and capacities are 
much bigger than the challenges, 
and asked them not to lose con-
fidence.

‘What is more important than 
problems is your purpose, pref-
erence and your commitment. 
This is not that you are facing 
a challenge for the first time in 
your life, or that this is the last 
challenge. It is not the case that a 
successful person does not have 
problems. But those who accept 
the challenges and defeat them 
are the ones who succeed,’ he said.

He asked the students to recall 
the period of the country’s Inde-
pendence movement and how 
people sacrificed their lives for 
it. He asked them to similarly be-
come a soldier for ‘Aatmanirbhar 
Bharat’.

He said that those who succeed 
in life possess a sense of respon-
sibility.

Lebanese police inspect a damaged car after fugitives crashed it into a tree

India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi during his address (file photo)

The remains of the two men discovered in Pompeii

People inspect a damaged house after several rockets land at Khair Khana, north west of Kabul

The rocket attack in Kabul 
city has nothing to do with 

the mujahideen of the Islamic 
Emirate

TALIBAN SPOKESMAN ZABIHULLAH MUJAHID

Our effort is to increase 
the share of natural 

gas in our energy needs 
by four times in this 

decade. Work is also on 
to nearly double the oil 
refining capacity in the 

coming five years
NARENDRA MODI

69
people broke out of a 
detention facility near 
the presidential palace 

in Baabda, east of Beirut 
despite tight security

Pompeii officials said 
the men apparently 

escaped the initial fall 
of ash from Mount 
Vesuvius then suc-

cumbed to a powerful 
volcanic blast that 
took place the next 
morning. The later 

blast apparently in-
vaded the area from 

many points, sur-
rounding and burying 

the victims in ash,

KNOW WHAT

Taliban and Afghan govern-
ment negotiators launched 

peace talks in Doha in Septem-
ber but progress has been slow 
and violence has raged across 

Afghanistan regardless

KNOW WHAT
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Gulf Baz Logistics CO. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STOREKEEPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 69990032  or  
GULFBAZBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM

A - KARIM ALJAHROMI 
CONTRACTING COMPANY WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17831000  or  
AKJCONT@BATELCO.COM.BH

Areena Contractor Group Co. S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17245222  or  
ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM

URBASER BAHRAIN CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17131018  or  
AHMEDALKHAN@GMAIL.COM

MOHAMMAD ABDULLA 
ALAReedh CO.W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER/
OPERATOR(CRANE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
38811122  or  ALI@ALAREEDH.COM

Bilal jamil khan for Other business 
support service activities C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36848778  or  
JALALKHAN8383@GMAIL.COM

Seven Energy W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WELDER , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17500791  or  hr@seven-
energy.com

Sadman construction co wll 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MASON , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37728500  or  
hkbclearance@gmail.com

TURATH MANDALI RESTAURANT 
FOR GRILLS AND IRANIAN FOOD 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39468278  or  
ALI.QASSIM7@GMAIL.COM

AMMAR ABDULLA HASAN 
QATTAN /( NOOR ALI/7862  ) 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SEAMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39819232  or  
ali_10_10@hotmail.com

MOHAMED ABDULNABI ALI  
(RIHANNA ALRASUL / 12140) 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SEAMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39466236  or  
WIYAK@HOTMAIL.COM

ABDULAHUSAIN KHUDHUR 
&AHMED AND YOUSIF SNOS OF 
ALI AHMED has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36636622  or  ERAPROJECTS@
BATELCO.COM.BH

Prestige Class Office for moving 
home and office furniture has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DRIVER(HEAVY VEHICLE) 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39787837  or  
PRESTIGECLASSBH@GMAIL.COM

ALKHABBAZ COLLECTION OF 
COOKING OIL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
39299322  or  ABOSAJAD234567@
ICLOUD.COM

FOUR WALLS INTERNATIONAL 
CO. S.P.C. OWNER 
ABDULMAJEED KHALID AWAD 
ALLAM has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CASHIER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17215550  or  J.ELIAN@4444WALL.COM
8 stars Contracting Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77059992  or  
SKYSTAR.COMPANY@YAHOO.COM

Basmalah Second Hand Goods 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39854843  or  
ALDADA7211@GMAIL.COM

AL SALTANAH DOCUMENT 
CLEARING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36333817  or  WAQASNAWABKHAN@
GMAIL.COM

LEISURE INTERNATIONAL 
TRADING S.P.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17388888  or  THOMAS@
LEISUREQATAR.COM
THE NEW IDEAL WELDING AND 
FABRICATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  STEEL 
FABRICATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17702950  or  
UDCBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM

Flash Star Car Services Co. W.l.l 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39335858  or  
TALALALNOAIMI@GMAIL.COM
Nour Al Dana Garage has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MECHANIC , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 38268660  or  HUSAIN.
HAJAIR@GMAIL.COM

RUBEENA CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39609881  or  RMNY.
NASIR@GMAIL.COM

Water Color Interiors (Middle 
East) W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  MASON , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 13699000  or  INFO@
WATERCOLORME.COM

European  Cleaning Services 
Bahraini Partnership Company 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66999599  or  
EUROPEAN102@GMAIL.COM

NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI 
CORPORATION W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
PIPE-FITTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17312220  or  
AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.COM.BH

Sansaf Trading Co.W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33921167  or  
SANSAFTRADING@GMAIL.COM

GULF ASIA CONTRACTING 
COMPANY WLL has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SAFETY OFFICER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17312220  or  pradeep@
rpgroup.ae
Powered Access Platforms 
Bahrain W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17840787

ONENESS TRANSPORTING has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33138667

Danway Electrical & Mechanical 
Engineering L.L.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17297600  or  danbahrain@
danwayeme.com

CAFE BAZZA  W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 37322408  or  A.SAKR@
LEROYALGROUP.COM

SAKAN RIFFA INTERIOR DESIGN 
DECORATION S.P.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39862086  or  BIJUT@
BATELCO.COM.BH

668 cafe has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER (GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33113352  or  668.BHR@
GMAIL.COM
ROSE PETALS BOUTIQUE W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DESIGNER(FASHION) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
33443892  or  VINEETHKTR@
YAHOO.COM

Krishna for Construction of 
Floating Structures W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39804140  or  
BALAJIKRISHNACONSTRUCTION.
BH@GMAIL.COM

Al Diyafah Marine Service WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39545365  or  
VKSALIL@GMAIL.COM

National Palace Building 
Construction W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  OFFICE 
WORKER HELPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38278298  or  
nationalpalacebuilding@gmail.com

DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH

DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  PLUMBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH

ABNA ZUHAIR TRANSPORT 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17591881  or  AMZUHAIR@
HOTMAIL.COM

DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH

MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. SPC 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17345051  or  
MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM

VISSION CONSTRUCTION has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39300177  or  
TAHAHAJ@GMAIL.COM

ABRAJ ALKHAMIS TRADING S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 

applicants can contact 17630580  or  
ABRAJKHAMIS786@GMAIL.COM

HAMOORABI BLACKSMITH 
& WELDING WORKSHOP has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17668579  or  
S.FAISAL52@HOTMAIL.COM

AYUB QURESHI CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39823801  or  
AYUBQURESHI5101@GMAIL.COM

Idroos Tissues S.P.C owned 
by Saleha Habeeb Idroos has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35123005  or  
HABEEBIDROOS@GMAIL.COM

ALMADANI HYDRAULIC REPAIR 
WLL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MECHANIC , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
38792207  or  ALMADANIHUSSEIN@
YAHOO.COM

SM PINOY SUPER MARKET WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17736030  or  
GRANDMART.T@GMAIL.COM

TEA TIME PLEASURE 
RESTAURANT W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39867872  or  HASH2H2@
GMAIL.COM

Tricon lenses company  S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38847202  or  
marwan3390@gmail.com

Swift and Smooth Logistics 
Services Co. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33109342  or  
KPCONSULTING2000@GMAIL.COM

Farhee Jewellery Design Co. 
S.P.C owned by Qamar Ur Rehman 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33579743  or  
DHQAMER@GMAIL.COM

DTS W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17319999  or  INFA@DTS.BH

Adaa Building Solutions W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CONSTRUCTION WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17210147  or  ADAA.
BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM

GREEN SKENAR ELECTRIC 
WORKSHOP SPC OWNED BY 
SARBJEET SING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
33161222  or  SARBJEET2003@
YAHOO.COM

TIP TOP SALOON S P C has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39888293  or  
BAVAPUTHOOR@GMAIL.COM

ISTAR Bahraini partnership 
company has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36171122  or  ROUSHUTHAHA222@
GMAIL.COM

Majorca Cafe has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33363151  or  MOHAMMED.
TOOQ@HOTMAIL.COM

ALPHA. PHARMACY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
ACCOUNTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39885906  or  
INFO@ALPHABAHRAIN.COM
M K M H Decoration Bahraini 
partnership company has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36758776  or  
CITYCANYON7@GMAIL.COM

MUNICH SALON has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  BARBER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
37392919  or  SWDALSHMRY594@
GMAIL.COM

GLORY COnTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17550203  or  
NASRA@GLORYTELECOM.COM

ALEEM MOHAMMED FOR REPAIR 
OF MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 
S.P.C Owned has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
35116399  or  ANAYA.BH21@
GMAIL.COM

AL MAKEENA AUTO SERVICES 
& SPARE PARTS Company W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MECHANIC , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37745987  or  
GIGOJMAMPILLY@GMAIL.COM

KINDOM OF FLOWERS NURSERY 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39909933  or  
ABRAHIM4321@gmail.com

ALRASHIDIYA GARDEN has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  HORSE 
BREEDER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17212200  or  
JASMI@DIYARALBAHRAIN.COM

HASAN MOHAMED SAEED ALI “ 
ALNWARS ALDAHOOK 1/ 7996 
“ has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SEAMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39719795  or  
LUMINASS3410@HOTMAIL.COM

SECURI CORE S.P.C OWNED 
BY RASHEED AL-FAWAZ has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17822228  or  HRGUARDS@
SECURICORE.BH

SECURI CORE S.P.C OWNED 
BY RASHEED AL-FAWAZ has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17822228  or  HRGUARDS@
SECURICORE.BH

REDX INDUSTRIES CO. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STEEL CHIPPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77454545  or  
REDXHR@REDXINDUSTRIES.COM

Al Rayah For Safety Items WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17712700  or  RASHEED@
SECURICORE.BH

MODERN KNOWLEDGE 
SCHOOLS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ADMINISTRATOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17727712  or  MKSA51@
BATELCO.COM.BH

ALMATALA CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY 
DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39458212  
or  ABDULAZIZJABER4455@
HOTMAIL.COM

ZAKIYA BAKERY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 677575  or  OM-JABAR@
HOTMAIL.COM

CENTURY FIVE TRADING EST. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(SALES) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33206972  or  
CENTURYFIVETRADING@GMAIL.
COM

AL JASRA BIKES RE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17713637  or  mohammed@
tarradah.com

FRUITAGE GULF has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17277227  or  SALEH.
ALMADHOOB@GMAIL.COM

911 MARKET has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36499997  or  NAD.CCGROUP@
GMAIL.COM

NATIONAL CONCRETE COMAPNY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SEAMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17786665  or  sayed.saeed@
nccbahrain.com

FRESH BITES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
39861914  or  alromuse@yahoo.com

WADI DELMON FOR SALE AND 
TRADE OF CLOTHING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39784878  or  
ALI-H93@HOTMAIL.COM

ALMAYOUN AUTO SERVICES 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MECHANIC , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39617647  or  
ESSAMAOOFBH@GMAIL.COM

WADI ALSAIL GATE 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33367000  or  A_1999_A@
HOTMAIL.COM

UNIVERSAL FOUNDATIONS has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620673  or  
SKDGRPCO@BATELCO.COM.BH

UNIVERSAL FOUNDATIONS has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SHOVEL OPERATOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17620673  or  SKDGRPCO@
BATELCO.COM.BH

ABJAD ELECTRONICS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17332078  or  
HUSSAINFATHI14@YAHOO.COM

Areena Contractor Group Co. S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17245222  or  
ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM

Al Rayah For Safety Items WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17712700  or  RASHEED@
SECURICORE.BH

STYLO PHONE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39150389  or  Mahammad.
mm55@gmail.com

VACANCIES
AVAILABLE

Gulf Baz Marketing Co. WLL has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 69990032  or  INFO@
GULFBAZ.COM
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER(HEAVY 
TRUCK) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33344033  or  
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM
Abdulamir Haje Ali TRADING EST 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17593229  or  it-
aa-te@OUtlook.COM
SEPCOIII Bahrain Construction 
Company S.P.C. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WELDER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
DUXIAOMING@SEPCO3.COM
EXPRESS FOOD COMPANY LIMITED 
- BRANCH OF A FOREIGN COMPANY 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WAITER (RESTURANTS) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39347757  
or  ADEL@EXPRESS-FOODS.COM
Bisco Technical Services Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17662945  or  VENUS@BISCOME.COM
Um badar tailoring has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ACCOUNTANT , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33215756  or  FAWADOUSUF.BH@
GMAIL.COM
Um badar tailoring has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  TAILOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33215756  or  
FAWADOUSUF.BH@GMAIL.COM
REX COMPUTERS S.P.C Owned by 
MUHAMMED BASHEER KOLIKKATTI 
KUNNUMM has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COMPUTER OPERATOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17870023  or  CKMANAGEMENT.BH@
GMAIL.COM
Arafa phones co wll has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
32361000  or  SHIHABARAFABH@
GMAIL.COM
AVH ADVERTISING CO S.P.C OWNED 
BY HAREESH VEETTIL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33224643  or  HAREESHUNIQUE@
GMAIL.COM
Fayyaz Electronic Repairing S.P.C has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
38811105  or  nabeelafzal57@gmail.com
Aarksee Holding Co. WLL has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLERK(PERSONNEL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33600501
Saga Burger Line W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  FOOD 
SERVICE WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35414424  or  
M.MNAWAZ829@GMAIL.COM
AIR BUTTERFLY WORKSHOP FOR 
AIR CONDITIONER S.P.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36339944  or  AIRWORKSHOPAC@
GMAIL.COM
BLACK HAWK CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33276690  or  FATIMA.TARIQUE@
ONTARIOTECHU.NET
Bai Li W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
39096703  or  315257133@QQ.COM
AL SHARKIA WORLD CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33040577  or  
SAMEERNOOR1046@GMAIL.COM
INDIAN BAKE HOUSE CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17217800  or  
ASHRAF@SKYINTLBH.COM

Fajer Alarabia Trading Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33929203  or  BAHRAIN394@
YAHOO.COM
Two Corners Cleaning Co. S.P.C. 
Owned by YASER ABDULMAJEED ALI 
M has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33939913  or  ATTOOLY@
HOTMAIL.COM
GATE MIZAN  SALE OF SPORTING 
EQUIPMENT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33918404  
or  DSR.2030@HOTMAIL.COM
Seaview Market W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17341342  
or  FAHDANBC@GMAIL.COM
Salon cut and care has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  HAIRDRESSER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36002128  
or  WIDABAZIRGANI@GMAIL.COM
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MASON , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17404866  or  
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SAFETY OFFICER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
RAMSIS ENGINEERING CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MECHANICAL HELPER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17830801  
or  HR@RAMSIS.COM.BH
JAHECON SPC has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17244111  
or  JAHECON@BATELCO.COM.BH
AL AMAL HOSPITAL W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
NURSE(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33322073  or  
MKSADMN@GMAIL.COM
AL AMAL HOSPITAL W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  OFFICE 
ASSISTANT , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33322073  or  MKSADMN@
GMAIL.COM
Mc 6 Construction S.P.C has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
EMPLOYEE(OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17402050  or  hrassistant@mcsix.me
Honey well contracting has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33366467  or  NAILABUTT1974@
GMAIL.COM
EXPRESS FOOD COMPANY LIMITED 
- BRANCH OF A FOREIGN COMPANY 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WAITER (RESTURANTS) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38933183  
or  ADEL@EXPRESS-FOODS.COM
Speed Net Express Cargo Co. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17312868  or  
LOTUSCARGOBH@GMAIL.COM
FRIOO ICE CREAM has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36007077  
or  ABDULLA.ALMAHMEED11@GMAIL.COM
Al enma house for security services 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39680000  or  
admin@enmabh.com
ABBRUCH CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
38779601  or  ABBRUCH9090@GMAIL.COM

NB Trading has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 37731009  
or  NEENA.NBTRADING@GMAIL.COM
AYRUS Global Technologies WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MANAGER 
(MARKETING & SALES(EXCEPT 
WHOLESALE)) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17262830  or  
ASHRAF@AYRUSGLOBAL.COM
H J K CLEANING - PARTNERSHIP 
CO. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35349089  or  
S.HUSSAIN298@GMAIL.COM
Kowaid For Auto Serivce & Maintenance 
Bahraini partnership compa has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WELDER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730760  or  KWAYEDS@GMAIL.COM
NADANS RESTAURANT W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WAITER (GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36362402  or  
BHPANORAMA87@HOTMAIL.COM
All Africa Mens Salon S.P.C Owned 
by James Emory Sellers has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  BARBER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17402271  
or  INFO@ALLAFRICABEAUTY.COM
Sanjana Management Solutions 
WLL has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ACCOUNTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33311986  
or  NATARAJAN.GOPINATH@
INGMANAGEMENTSERVICES.COM
SEPCOIII Bahrain Construction 
Company S.P.C. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WELDER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact DUXIAOMING@
SEPCO3.COM
TAIMOOR GRAPHIC DESIGN CO S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 32156900  or  GQS_
CLEARANCE@HOTMAIL.COM
EASTERN POWER CONTRACTING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33332561  or  KMO0OKM@
HOTMAIL.COM
ALMOBDEA for Publicity and 
Advertising SPC has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MARKETING EXECUTIVE 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33024774  or  RAED0071@HOTMAIL.COM
DIGITAL GATE TRADING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35441418  
or  MOHAMMED35441418@GMAIL.COM
LA ROSE JEWELLERY DESIGN CO 
S P C has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39723400  or  
DOCZMANAMA123@GMAIL.COM
S F J INTERIOR DECORATION S.P.C has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33701470  or  FAISAL.JAVED66@GMAIL.COM
AYSHA ABDULMAJEED 
CONTRACTING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33089058  
or  AYSHAABDULLMAJEED@GMAIL.COM
Nile Beach Contracting Company 
S.P.C Owned by ALI YUSUF ALI ALSA 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34449907  or  ALI.
ALSAWAD83@HOTMAIL.COM
Stone mix For cement products 
company S.P.C Owned by ANAS 
MOHAMM has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34170777  
or  ANSS72@HOTMAIL.COM
AMTEL TRADING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALES AGENT , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36666212  or  ADELMASKATI@GMAIL.COM
WHOLE FOODS MARKET W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39978899  or  MUHAMMED@MAYONCO.COM
MODERN KNOWLEDGE SCHOOLS 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ADMINISTRATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17727712  or  hr@
mkschoolsbh.com
HIDD CONSUMER CO-OPERATIVE 
SOCIETY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 

applicants can contact 17671443  or  
JASSIMBUALI@HOTMAIL.COM
ABDULLA EBRAHIM FATHI has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 38888478  or  SADIQ.TB@
GMAIL.COM
GULF HOTELS GROUP - GULF HOTEL 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WAITER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17713000  or  hussain.
abbas@gulfhotelbahrain.com
ARAB SHIPBUILDING & REPAIR 
YARD CO. )ASRY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  PAINTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17674319  
or  duaijmalkhalifa@ASRY.NET
ARAB SHIPBUILDING & REPAIR 
YARD CO. )ASRY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SANDBLASTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17674319  
or  duaijmalkhalifa@ASRY.NET
ARAB SHIPBUILDING & REPAIR 
YARD CO. )ASRY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ASSISTANT TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17674319  or  duaijmalkhalifa@ASRY.NET
AL-NAMAL CONTRACTING & 
TRADING CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17251444  or  NAMALCO@BATELCO.
COM.BH
AL HILAL CONSTRUCTION CO 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 38700027  or  OFFICE@AL-
ABRAAJ.COM
GLOBAL REMOTE BAHRAIN W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DIVER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17811757  or  INFO@PROCOAT.CO
NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI 
CORPORATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  PIPE-FITTER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17312220  or  AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
COM.BH
NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI 
CORPORATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SCAFFOLDER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17312220  or  AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.COM.BH
Al enma house for security services 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39680000  or  
admin@enmabh.com
Welcome To world wide of Other 
Marketing Promotion Activities 
W. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CONSULTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33237433  or  
SK_U2M@YAHOO.COM
Seven Energy W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17500791  or  hr@seven-energy.com
Pentium Tower Construction Of 
Buildings W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34489258  
or  NITHINGLIDER@GMAIL.COM
BLUE PALACE KARAK CAFETERIA 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77998636  or  
JAMALUDDEEN2016@GMAIL.COM
JUTT MAINTENANCE W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 34360407  or  CEO@
SETUPINBAHRAIN.COM
United International Agencies )
Unitag( has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17224678  or  fatima@unitag.net
SALMANIYA GARAGE WLL. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
AUTOMOBILE PAINTER (SPRAY-GUN) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17785545  or  KUZBARH@HOTMAIL.COM
SIYANA INDUSTRIAL SERVICES & 
SIAM SCAFFOLDS has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17552722  
or  SIAM7373@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALMATAF MARKETING CENTRE has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  RETAIL 
TRADE WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17600595  or  
moosakhalaf@gmail.com

HAIDER WOODEN WORK FACTORY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CARPENTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17305665  or  
info@haiderwood.com
HAIDER WOODEN WORK FACTORY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17305665  or  
info@haiderwood.com
ALZINJ TRANSPORT FOR 
DEMOLITION & RECLAMATION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER/
OPERATOR(CRAWLER CRANE) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17877669  or  ahaf2aeed@gmail.com
MOHAMMED YOUSIF ALMUTAWA 
AUTO PARTS has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  AUTOMOBILES 
MECHANIC , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37701811  or  
ADELALMUTTAWA@GMAIL.COM
UMGHAZI STORES has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39454369
JALAL IONICS CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17533311  or  RASHID_BUALI@JALAL.COM
Alghanah Group W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  PROJECTS 
COORDINATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17722333  or  
info@alghanah.com
DELMON PRECAST W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SANDBLASTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17725075  or  
yousif@aanass.net
DELMON PRECAST W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  STEEL 
FABRICATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17725075  or  
yousif@aanass.net
ALKAWTHER JUICE & ICE CREAM 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39444207  or  MISHQAB-
BAH@HOTMAIL.COM
Almearaaj cafeteria and juice has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33285166  or  ebrahimalamana@gmail.com
BADER TRADING AND CONTRACTING 
CO WLL has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  TECHNICIAN (INSTRUMENT) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17583121  or  zahramarhoon.zm@gmail.com
ALLAHDAN CONTRACTING EST. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17695158  or  FAHADALDOSERI191@
YAHOO.COM
ROCHE BAKERIES has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CHEF , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17736686  or  h.alkhaja9@gmail.com
FLORA CONTRACTING MAINTENCE 
SERVICES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17623882  or  accounts@florabh.com
Jamal Showaiter Sweets Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17340282  or  
J.SHOWAITER@YAHOO.COM
Jamal Showaiter Sweets Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17340282  or  
J.SHOWAITER@YAHOO.COM
ALDOY CONTRACTINGS & 
EXCAVATIONS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33990991  
or  MDASALDOY@GMAIL.COM
Juice Magic has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
77366100  or  JUICEMAGIC.BH@
GMAIL.COM
ADAM SALON has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17784080  or  
ADAM.SALON10@GMAIL.COM
CERAMIC DELMON CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17608208  or  md.delmon@gmail.com

THE RITZ - CARLTON BAHRAIN 
HOTEL has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17586900  or  
RASHA.GHOUL@RITZCARLTON.COM
ALKHEDER FASHIONS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TAILOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17415153  
or  ALKHEDER111@HOTMAIL.COM
HAJI HASSAN READYMIX B.S.C 
CLOSED has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17785353  
or  VIJESH.NAIR@HAJIHASSAN.COM
GULF HOTELS GROUP - GULF HOTEL 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WAITER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17713000  or  hussain.
abbas@gulfhotelbahrain.com
GULF HOTELS GROUP - GULF HOTEL 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CHEF , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17713000  or  hussain.abbas@
gulfhotelbahrain.com
GULF HOTELS GROUP - GULF HOTEL 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ROOM ATTENDANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17713000  or  
hussain.abbas@gulfhotelbahrain.com
ARAB SHIPBUILDING & REPAIR 
YARD CO. )ASRY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ASSISTANT TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17674319  or  duaijmalkhalifa@ASRY.NET
ARAB SHIPBUILDING & REPAIR 
YARD CO. )ASRY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SANDBLASTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17674319  
or  duaijmalkhalifa@ASRY.NET
WADI ALSAIL GATE CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33367000  or  A_1999_A@
HOTMAIL.COM
ROYAL ALUMINIUM Co. S.P.C OWNED 
BY FEROZ AHMED MOHIUDDIN has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17783732  or  FEROZ2ROYAL@GMAIL.COM
Amana Pipe Line Construction L.L.C. 
- Foreign Branch has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WELDER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17533495
Seven Energy W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  PAINTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17500791  
or  hr@seven-energy.com
KHALIFA HASAN AHMED   KHALAF 
(141233) has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33637626  or  
HJ85108@GMAIL.COM
KHALIFA HASAN AHMED   KHALAF 
(141233) has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33637626  or  HJ85108@
GMAIL.COM
AL MOSAWI SPAREPARTS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39185853  or  HABIB83@BATELCO.COM.BH
NASEEM ALBAYAN BEAUTY SALON 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33060273  or  BRIGHT-
CASTLES@HOTMAIL.COM
ALKABEER LAUNDRY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17221225  
or  ADEEBA_SHOP@YAHOO.COM
SEVEN INTERNATIONAL WALLS 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39619192  
or  KHADIJA.HASSANJUMAA@GMAIL.COM
SONA COLD STORE has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17342704  
or  shyjuvaliyaveetil@gmail.com
BHX Facilities Support Services 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36634333  or  HAMEED@
BHXSUPPORT.COM
ALOMDAH CARPENTRY WORKSHOP 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PAINTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17642869  or  alomdeh.
carpentry.bh@gmail.com
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GULF HOUSE ENGINEERING CO. 
S.P.C has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ARCHITECT(LANDSCAPE) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17822666  or  fp1@ghe.com.bh
YOKOGAWA MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA 
B.S.C. (CLOSED) has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MANAGER 
(MAINTENANCE) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39427775  or  
khalid.aleh@bh.yokogaa.com
AL AHMED MARKETS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17008636  or  JAMAL.ALA7MED@
GMAIL.COM
Bahrain Electromechanical Services 
Co. W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39940152  
or  BEMCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
AL SAWARI CAFETERIA has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39651540  or  MUSTAFA.ALSAEED12@
GMAIL.COM
AL RABIA AL KHADRAA FOODSTUFF 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17554202  or  kHEJAIR@
gmail.COM
DORWAZAT AL CERAMICS has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17600821  or  
md.delmon@gmail.com
AKSHAYA PUBLICITY AND 
ADVERTISING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17001678  or  AKSHAYAMANAMA@
GMAIL.COM
ISA SALIM  Bicycle has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17413470  or  Isa.salim123@HOTMAIL.
COM
RELAX GENTS SALON has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  BARBER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17232542  or  RELAXGENTSSALON@
GMAIL.COM
NAZAR AUTO SERVICES CENTRE 
WLL has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MECHANIC , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17343976  or  kmkbn@gmail.com
LEBANON RESTAURANT W L L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17245512  or  MAHMOA@SPU.EDU
VICTORIA TOUCH CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MASON , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77089192  or  
VICTORIATOUCHCONTRACTINGCO@
GMAIL.COM
ALHAMAD CLEARING & 
FORWARDING AGENCY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33270707  or  HALHAMAD2002@
HOTMAIL.COM
NADEER COLD STORE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36618881  or  MAHDI-61@HOTMAIL.COM
7 Tea House for Trading has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CHEF , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17293366  or  7t@7t-house.com
ALTADHAMIN ALUMINUM CENTRE 
EST has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39186111  or  AMJAD00@
GMAIL.COM
SPONGE BOB ICE CREEM has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17737583  or  Hanano.herz71@Gmail.com
MONA ISA HASAN DALLAL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  BREAD 
BAKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39894173  or  MONA.ISA77@
YAHOO.COM
GULF DOLPHIN CO. S.P.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TRAINER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17290900  or  ALSELMY-GROUP@
HOTMAIL.COM

A A Q Construction has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17740444  or  ALBARAKACLEARING@
GMAIL.COM
PAN ARAB MARKETING & AGENT 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  PROJECTS 
COORDINATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17514166  or  
ABUNAJID@GMAIL.COM
On spot computer has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39456969  
or  UMZAAL1975@GMAIL.COM
AHMED CO ENTERPRICESES FOR 
CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SHEETMETAL INSTALLER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 77444454  
or  a.a.qarata.bh@gmail.com
ALSALWA MEAT FACTORY has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
ELECTRICAL WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17596656  
or  IT-AA-TE@OUTLOOK.COM
SECURE SERVICES LIMITED W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17797998  or  
HANAN.KARIM@SECURESERVICES.BH
KING KRAK CAFETERIA has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39857572  or  S-208030@HOTMAIL.COM
ALMALKIYA CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY S.P.C has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39663798  
or  ALMALKIYACONTRACTING@
GMAIL.COM
United International Agencies )
Unitag( has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17224678  
or  fatima@unitag.net
United International Agencies )
Unitag( has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER (GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17224678  
or  fatima@unitag.net
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620672  or  
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620672  or  
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MACHINE OPERATOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17620672  
or  sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620672  or  
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. 
close has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620672  or  
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
ALMOAYYED SECURITY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17400407  or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
ALMOAYYED SECURITY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17400407  or  ameer@almoayyedcg.com
EXPRESS FOOD COMPANY LIMITED 
- BRANCH OF A FOREIGN COMPANY 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WAITER (RESTURANTS) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38933183  
or  ADEL@EXPRESS-FOODS.COM
EXPRESS FOOD COMPANY LIMITED 
- BRANCH OF A FOREIGN COMPANY 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WAITER (RESTURANTS) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38933183  
or  ADEL@EXPRESS-FOODS.COM
Sponge bob restaurant has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38880656  
or  ASIMKH14@GMAIL.COM
K.A BUILDING CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
OFFICE ASSISTANT , suitably qualified 

applicants can contact 35456756  or  
KALIMSWARO@GMAIL.COM
Pepper cafe has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33000041  
or  HASH2H2@GMAIL.COM
SPLASH SWIMMING POOL Co. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17254543  or  
splashpools.bh@gmail.com
Wish gate Cafeteria has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39064483  or  
alwahacity@gmail.com
MR. RANJ BROASTED has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39867872  
or  HASH2H2@HOTMAIL.COM
POPULAR AUTO SPARE AND A C 
PARTS CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER(SALES) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17244183  
or  POPULAR_AC@YAHOO.COM
Infinitely World Technologies & 
Construction has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ACCOUNTANT , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17626990  
or  FERAS.YUSUF70@GMAIL.COM
HAYYAN TOWER CONSTRUCTION has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39269269  or  hayyan_zuhaib@hotmail.com
KHALIL PERVAIZ SARWAR has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66662499  or  KHALILPERVAIZ123@
GMAIL.COM
TAMCON CONTRACTING CO S.P.C has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
ASST , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36636624  or  AALABBASI@
TAMCON.BH
SEA BIRD Mechanical and Marine 
Contracting S.P.C has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  PIPE-FITTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17273133  
or  SIAM7373@BATELCO.COM.BH
SEA BIRD Mechanical and Marine 
Contracting S.P.C has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17273133  
or  SIAM7373@BATELCO.COM.BH
SEA STAR CONSTRACTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PLUMBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17677025  or  ADMIN@SEASTAR_
GROUPS.COM
POWER CARGO S.P.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39000770  
or  KBUHASAN79@GMAIL.COM
DURAT ALKHALEJ MARIN SERVICES 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17674316  or  duratkhaleej@
hotmail.com
DURAT ALKHALEJ MARIN SERVICES 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MECHANICAL FITTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17674316  or  
duratkhaleej@hotmail.com
AL NAWRAS WATER DISTRIBUTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER(HEAVY VEHICLE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17879923  
or  ADRAJ1@YAHOO.COM
Secure Me W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17749697  
or  secure.me@live.com
Huawei technologies Bahrain s.p.c. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MANAGER 
(PROJECT) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17568708  or  MOHAMMED.
ALDERAZI@HUAWEI.COM
DRAGON RESORT W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ACCOUNTANT , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17214117  or  sunil@alsarayabahrain.bh
WALD AHMED CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39625104  or  EMANALIJASSIMALAYADHI@
GMAIL.COM
First cut of Vegetables has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  RETAIL 
TRADE WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39625104  or  
EMANALIJASSIMALAYADHI@GMAIL.COM
ABU AYSA ABAYT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39205395  or  
ABDULLAKA3882AB@GMAIL.COM

Happy trimming men salon has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  BARBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34089625  or  YSUBAIE@GMAIL.COM
Arad Land for ironing clothes 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(LAUNDRY) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33496627  or  
HASSAN334966@GMAIL.COM
Alfaker Apparel Tailoring has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TAILOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36812552  
or  HASSAN334966@GMAIL.COM
USMANS TOWERS CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33704554  or  USMANS_
DC@YAHOO.COM
ALJAMEEL CONSTRUCTION WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17213003  or  
JAMEEL@AL-FAWZ.COM
Algharafa Auto Garage has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WELDER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39456969  
or  UMZAAL1975@GMAIL.COM
DAIREX BUILDING CONTRACTING has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36646766  or  DAIREX1@HOTMAIL.COM
ASFI CONTRACTING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17777355  
or  ALDARALKHALIDAH@GMAIL.COM
Top tower building contracting has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MASON , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39959975  or  hussainbsn121@hotmail.com
SIDRA FRESH FISH has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39988546  
or  ALI1988JUMA@GMAIL.COM
United International Agencies )Unitag( 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER (GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17224678  or  
fatima@unitag.net
United International Agencies )Unitag( 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER (GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17224678  or  
fatima@unitag.net
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404866  
or  DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALTAWFEEK MAINTENANCE 
SERVICES CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17786828  
or  YASMEEN@ALTAWFEEK.NET
NASS SCAFFORM CONTRACTING has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  FITTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17725522  or  yousif@aanass.net
Saleh Al Abdullah Al Muhanna & 
Partners Trading & Contracting 
Co has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  BLACKSMITH , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77090866  or  
INFO@SMCOCONTRACTING.COM
Saleh Al Abdullah Al Muhanna & 
Partners Trading & Contracting 
Co has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CARPENTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77090866  or  
INFO@SMCOCONTRACTING.COM
Saleh Al Abdullah Al Muhanna & 
Partners Trading & Contracting Co 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PAINTING WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77090866  or  
INFO@SMCOCONTRACTING.COM
Saleh Al Abdullah Al Muhanna & 
Partners Trading & Contracting 
Co has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77090866  or  
INFO@SMCOCONTRACTING.COM
RUZAIN COLD STORE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17000371  
or  YOUNISKBZ@HOTMAIL.COM
AL AMANI OASIS SPARE PARTS  
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ASSISTANT STOREKEEPER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17141122  or  SHIKKULAL@GMAIL.COM
AL QAYAM ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENTS W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17262217  or  ALQAYAMELECTRIC@
GMAIL.COM

Usmans tin fabricator has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33704554  
or  USMAN_DC@YAHOO.COM
EEHAA CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39997757  or  AFARDAN88@GMAIL.COM
DAIREX BUILDING CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36646766  or  DAIREX1@
HOTMAIL.COM
ASFI CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17777355  or  ALDARALKHALIDAH@
GMAIL.COM
Elika Company For UPVC Business 
And Metal Signs W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39857656  or  AHMED16852002@
HOTMAIL.COM
ALMOASHER SANDWICHES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33448868  or  MHMD_ALARADI@LIVE.COM
CHARM LADIES BEAUTY SALON 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  BEAUTICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33447899  or  
BLACKGSKY@GMAIL.COM
NINE STAR CONSTRUCION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PAINTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
77059992  or  NINESTAR.COMPANY@
YAHOO.COM
Jasnoor For Pulling Cars has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39228875  or  jasnoorcarservice@gmail.com
TIME RECRUITING MANPOWER 
AGENCY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17230709  
or  R.ALMANNAEI@HOTMAIL.COM
MR COOL GENTS SALON. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  BARBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39939958  or  RAALBUAINAIN83@
GMAIL.COM
Al mubasher palace trading has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33047771  or  HASSAN.BH222@GMAIL.COM
Palmyra Enterprises W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17464474  or  INFO@
PALMYRAENTERPRISE.COM
BABA RAMADHAN  CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified  
applicants can contact 39064201  or  
MOHAMMADAMEER560@GMAIL.COM
SERVICE STATION CONTRACTING 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38363232  or  
ANABISALEM@HOTMAIL.COM
THE NEW IDEAL WELDING AND 
FABRICATION W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17702950  or  
UDCBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
Red Finishing  W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SERVICES SUPPORT 
MANAGER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 77088777  or  INFO@
REDFINISHING.COM
Magellan Towers Contracting has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MASON , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33173333  or  HASSANALBASSRI1@
GMAIL.COM
RAZIA TOWERS Personal Events 
Planners has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39724681  or  RTCO.BH@
GMAIL.COM

Water Color Interiors (Middle East) 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  STOREKEEPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 13699000  or  INFO@
WATERCOLORME.COM
Water Color Interiors (Middle East) 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CARPENTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 13699000  or  INFO@
WATERCOLORME.COM
ALNEEL ALUMINIUM has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ALUMINIUM TECHNICIAN 
(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17784568  or  INFO@
ALNEELALUMINIUM.COM
Siemens LLC UAE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SUPERINTENDENT/SUPV.
(ELECTRICAL EQUIP.MANUFACTURING& 
FITTNG) , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17103777  or  BASIM.AKKAWI@
SIEMENS.COM
ALHAMMALI CLEARANCE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38782838  or  
ALH312321@GMAIL.COM
Bisco Technical Services Co. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17662945  or  VENUS@BISCOME.COM
Branco Cleaning And Maintenance SPC - 
Owned by Lamya Abdulla Als has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33946661  or  
BRANCO.CLEANING61@GMAIL.COM
Future Trust Construction and Cleaning 
Co. WLL has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 77366002  or  futuretrustcompany@
gmail.com
Hamdan motor vehicle parts and 
accessories has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MECHANIC , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34633301  or  
Hamadali346333@gmail.com
MANAMA STAR RESTAURANT W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33739810  or  SWAIR710@ICLOUD.COM
Omancom Contracting W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33224783  or  OMANCOM.BH@GMAIL.COM
Burj Mushraf Contracting Co. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33346825  or  ABDULLAHMASOODK@
GMAIL.COM
Fountain Steel Company  W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
37337672  or  FSCOWLL@GMAIL.COM
AMAZING TOWER CONSTRUCTION has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33000206  or  ATCBAHRAIN830@GMAIL.
COM
BIN NASS CLENING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36858085  or  
CLEDERAJOWELYN@YAHOO.COM
Elegant Leo contracting has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33725553  or  
E.LEO.BH@GMAIL.COM
AAFI TECH  SERVICES BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN(COMPUTER) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17541459  or  
JINNA1234@GMAIL.COM
Al Erouba star  Equipment W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33993322  or  AHMED.ALMANNAI@
HOTMAIL.COM
Algihaz Contracting Co. - Foreign Branch 
Company has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLERK(SIGNATURES & DOCUMENTS 
OBS.) , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17401063  or  HR@ALGIHAZ.COM
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Gulf Baz Logistics CO. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STOREKEEPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 69990032  or  
GULFBAZBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM

A - KARIM ALJAHROMI 
CONTRACTING COMPANY WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17831000  or  
AKJCONT@BATELCO.COM.BH

Areena Contractor Group Co. S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17245222  or  
ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM

URBASER BAHRAIN CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17131018  or  
AHMEDALKHAN@GMAIL.COM

MOHAMMAD ABDULLA 
ALAReedh CO.W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER/
OPERATOR(CRANE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
38811122  or  ALI@ALAREEDH.COM

Bilal jamil khan for Other business 
support service activities C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36848778  or  
JALALKHAN8383@GMAIL.COM

Seven Energy W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WELDER , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17500791  or  hr@seven-
energy.com

Sadman construction co wll 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MASON , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37728500  or  
hkbclearance@gmail.com

TURATH MANDALI RESTAURANT 
FOR GRILLS AND IRANIAN FOOD 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39468278  or  
ALI.QASSIM7@GMAIL.COM

AMMAR ABDULLA HASAN 
QATTAN /( NOOR ALI/7862  ) 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SEAMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39819232  or  
ali_10_10@hotmail.com

MOHAMED ABDULNABI ALI  
(RIHANNA ALRASUL / 12140) 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SEAMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39466236  or  
WIYAK@HOTMAIL.COM

ABDULAHUSAIN KHUDHUR 
&AHMED AND YOUSIF SNOS OF 
ALI AHMED has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36636622  or  ERAPROJECTS@
BATELCO.COM.BH

Prestige Class Office for moving 
home and office furniture has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DRIVER(HEAVY VEHICLE) 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39787837  or  
PRESTIGECLASSBH@GMAIL.COM

ALKHABBAZ COLLECTION OF 
COOKING OIL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
39299322  or  ABOSAJAD234567@
ICLOUD.COM

FOUR WALLS INTERNATIONAL 
CO. S.P.C. OWNER 
ABDULMAJEED KHALID AWAD 
ALLAM has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CASHIER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17215550  or  J.ELIAN@4444WALL.COM
8 stars Contracting Co. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77059992  or  
SKYSTAR.COMPANY@YAHOO.COM

Basmalah Second Hand Goods 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39854843  or  
ALDADA7211@GMAIL.COM

AL SALTANAH DOCUMENT 
CLEARING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36333817  or  WAQASNAWABKHAN@
GMAIL.COM

LEISURE INTERNATIONAL 
TRADING S.P.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17388888  or  THOMAS@
LEISUREQATAR.COM
THE NEW IDEAL WELDING AND 
FABRICATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  STEEL 
FABRICATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17702950  or  
UDCBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM

Flash Star Car Services Co. W.l.l 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39335858  or  
TALALALNOAIMI@GMAIL.COM
Nour Al Dana Garage has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MECHANIC , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 38268660  or  HUSAIN.
HAJAIR@GMAIL.COM

RUBEENA CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39609881  or  RMNY.
NASIR@GMAIL.COM

Water Color Interiors (Middle 
East) W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  MASON , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 13699000  or  INFO@
WATERCOLORME.COM

European  Cleaning Services 
Bahraini Partnership Company 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66999599  or  
EUROPEAN102@GMAIL.COM

NASSER SAEED AL-HAJRI 
CORPORATION W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
PIPE-FITTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17312220  or  
AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.COM.BH

Sansaf Trading Co.W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33921167  or  
SANSAFTRADING@GMAIL.COM

GULF ASIA CONTRACTING 
COMPANY WLL has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SAFETY OFFICER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17312220  or  pradeep@
rpgroup.ae
Powered Access Platforms 
Bahrain W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17840787

ONENESS TRANSPORTING has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33138667

Danway Electrical & Mechanical 
Engineering L.L.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17297600  or  danbahrain@
danwayeme.com

CAFE BAZZA  W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 37322408  or  A.SAKR@
LEROYALGROUP.COM

SAKAN RIFFA INTERIOR DESIGN 
DECORATION S.P.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39862086  or  BIJUT@
BATELCO.COM.BH

668 cafe has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WAITER (GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33113352  or  668.BHR@
GMAIL.COM
ROSE PETALS BOUTIQUE W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DESIGNER(FASHION) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
33443892  or  VINEETHKTR@
YAHOO.COM

Krishna for Construction of 
Floating Structures W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39804140  or  
BALAJIKRISHNACONSTRUCTION.
BH@GMAIL.COM

Al Diyafah Marine Service WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39545365  or  
VKSALIL@GMAIL.COM

National Palace Building 
Construction W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  OFFICE 
WORKER HELPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38278298  or  
nationalpalacebuilding@gmail.com

DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH

DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  PLUMBER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH

ABNA ZUHAIR TRANSPORT 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17591881  or  AMZUHAIR@
HOTMAIL.COM

DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  STEEL CHIPPER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH

MAGIC SHINE CLEANING CO. SPC 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17345051  or  
MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM

VISSION CONSTRUCTION has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39300177  or  
TAHAHAJ@GMAIL.COM

ABRAJ ALKHAMIS TRADING S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 

applicants can contact 17630580  or  
ABRAJKHAMIS786@GMAIL.COM

HAMOORABI BLACKSMITH 
& WELDING WORKSHOP has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17668579  or  
S.FAISAL52@HOTMAIL.COM

AYUB QURESHI CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39823801  or  
AYUBQURESHI5101@GMAIL.COM

Idroos Tissues S.P.C owned 
by Saleha Habeeb Idroos has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35123005  or  
HABEEBIDROOS@GMAIL.COM

ALMADANI HYDRAULIC REPAIR 
WLL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MECHANIC , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
38792207  or  ALMADANIHUSSEIN@
YAHOO.COM

SM PINOY SUPER MARKET WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17736030  or  
GRANDMART.T@GMAIL.COM

TEA TIME PLEASURE 
RESTAURANT W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39867872  or  HASH2H2@
GMAIL.COM

Tricon lenses company  S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38847202  or  
marwan3390@gmail.com

Swift and Smooth Logistics 
Services Co. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33109342  or  
KPCONSULTING2000@GMAIL.COM

Farhee Jewellery Design Co. 
S.P.C owned by Qamar Ur Rehman 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33579743  or  
DHQAMER@GMAIL.COM

DTS W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17319999  or  INFA@DTS.BH

Adaa Building Solutions W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CONSTRUCTION WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17210147  or  ADAA.
BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM

GREEN SKENAR ELECTRIC 
WORKSHOP SPC OWNED BY 
SARBJEET SING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
33161222  or  SARBJEET2003@
YAHOO.COM

TIP TOP SALOON S P C has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  BARBER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39888293  or  
BAVAPUTHOOR@GMAIL.COM

ISTAR Bahraini partnership 
company has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36171122  or  ROUSHUTHAHA222@
GMAIL.COM

Majorca Cafe has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , 
suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33363151  or  MOHAMMED.
TOOQ@HOTMAIL.COM

ALPHA. PHARMACY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
ACCOUNTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39885906  or  
INFO@ALPHABAHRAIN.COM
M K M H Decoration Bahraini 
partnership company has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36758776  or  
CITYCANYON7@GMAIL.COM

MUNICH SALON has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  BARBER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
37392919  or  SWDALSHMRY594@
GMAIL.COM

GLORY COnTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
SUPERVISOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17550203  or  
NASRA@GLORYTELECOM.COM

ALEEM MOHAMMED FOR REPAIR 
OF MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 
S.P.C Owned has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
35116399  or  ANAYA.BH21@
GMAIL.COM

AL MAKEENA AUTO SERVICES 
& SPARE PARTS Company W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MECHANIC , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37745987  or  
GIGOJMAMPILLY@GMAIL.COM

KINDOM OF FLOWERS NURSERY 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39909933  or  
ABRAHIM4321@gmail.com

ALRASHIDIYA GARDEN has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  HORSE 
BREEDER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17212200  or  
JASMI@DIYARALBAHRAIN.COM

HASAN MOHAMED SAEED ALI “ 
ALNWARS ALDAHOOK 1/ 7996 
“ has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SEAMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39719795  or  
LUMINASS3410@HOTMAIL.COM

SECURI CORE S.P.C OWNED 
BY RASHEED AL-FAWAZ has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17822228  or  HRGUARDS@
SECURICORE.BH

SECURI CORE S.P.C OWNED 
BY RASHEED AL-FAWAZ has 
a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17822228  or  HRGUARDS@
SECURICORE.BH

REDX INDUSTRIES CO. W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STEEL CHIPPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77454545  or  
REDXHR@REDXINDUSTRIES.COM

Al Rayah For Safety Items WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17712700  or  RASHEED@
SECURICORE.BH

MODERN KNOWLEDGE 
SCHOOLS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ADMINISTRATOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17727712  or  MKSA51@
BATELCO.COM.BH

ALMATALA CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAVY 
DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39458212  
or  ABDULAZIZJABER4455@
HOTMAIL.COM

ZAKIYA BAKERY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 677575  or  OM-JABAR@
HOTMAIL.COM

CENTURY FIVE TRADING EST. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(SALES) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33206972  or  
CENTURYFIVETRADING@GMAIL.
COM

AL JASRA BIKES RE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17713637  or  mohammed@
tarradah.com

FRUITAGE GULF has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17277227  or  SALEH.
ALMADHOOB@GMAIL.COM

911 MARKET has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
36499997  or  NAD.CCGROUP@
GMAIL.COM

NATIONAL CONCRETE COMAPNY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SEAMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17786665  or  sayed.saeed@
nccbahrain.com

FRESH BITES has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
39861914  or  alromuse@yahoo.com

WADI DELMON FOR SALE AND 
TRADE OF CLOTHING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39784878  or  
ALI-H93@HOTMAIL.COM

ALMAYOUN AUTO SERVICES 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MECHANIC , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39617647  or  
ESSAMAOOFBH@GMAIL.COM

WADI ALSAIL GATE 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33367000  or  A_1999_A@
HOTMAIL.COM

UNIVERSAL FOUNDATIONS has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17620673  or  
SKDGRPCO@BATELCO.COM.BH

UNIVERSAL FOUNDATIONS has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
SHOVEL OPERATOR , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17620673  or  SKDGRPCO@
BATELCO.COM.BH

ABJAD ELECTRONICS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17332078  or  
HUSSAINFATHI14@YAHOO.COM

Areena Contractor Group Co. S.P.C 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17245222  or  
ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM

Al Rayah For Safety Items WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 
17712700  or  RASHEED@
SECURICORE.BH

STYLO PHONE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39150389  or  Mahammad.
mm55@gmail.com

VACANCIES
AVAILABLE

      “ACORTEC CORROSION TECHNOLOGY WLL”
PROJECT MANAGER              (SURFACE PROTECTION)  10 Yrs. Exp. 
ESTIMATION ENGINEER       (SURFACE PREPARATION & COATING) 4 Yrs. Exp.
PROJECT CONTROLLER  5 Yrs. Exp. 
INDUSTRIAL SPARY PAINTER   5 Yrs. Exp. 2 No’s 
SAND BLASTER   4 Yrs. Exp. 4 No’s 
SHEET METAL FABRICATOR  (INSULATION) 5 Yrs. Exp. 
SM FITTER   4 Yrs. Exp. 2 No’s 
INSULATOR/HELPER  4 Yrs. Exp. – 4 No’s 

Interested Candidate may apply to below 
Email: info@acortec.net

 VACANCIES
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Across
1- Rebuff; 5- “______ by any other name…”; 10- Yemeni port; 14- British nobleman; 15- Oozes; 
16- Rage; 17- Latvian capital; 18- Israel’s Shimon; 19- Latest thing; 20- Sanctified; 22- King 
Arthur’s palace; 24- Metal, often used as a container; 25- You betcha!; 26- Knight’s suit; 
29- Drs.’ group; 32- Amulet; 36- Fall faller; 37- Semitic language; 39- Fannie ___; 40- Make 
a trade?; 43- Laugh syllable; 44- Girl in a Beach Boys song; 45- Oodles; 46- Licorice-like 
flavoring; 48- Miss-named?; 49- Champagne buckets; 50- King topper; 52- Marseilles Mrs.; 
53- Summit of an earthy mound; 57- Dandelions have a deep one of these; 61- According 
to the Bible, he was the first man; 62- Rocker Bob; 64- Cupid; 65- Taboo; 66- Stern with a 
bow; 67- Fork feature; 68- Secluded spot; 69- Compass point; 70- JFK postings;

Down 
1- Novi Sad native; 2- Arrest; 3- Yen; 4- Launching of a rocket; 5- Colorado resort; 6- Oboe, 
e.g.; 7- Done, to Donne; 8- Blueprint detail, for short; 9- Short literary composition; 
10- Anew; 11- Double; 12- Therefore; 13- Russian no; 21- Title of a knight; 23- Tourist 
draw; 26- Omega’s opposite; 27- Aired again; 28- New Zealand aboriginal; 29- Burning 
desire?; 30- New Brunswick neighbor; 31- Residence; 33- Miss by ___; 34- Stubble remover; 
35- Confronts; 37- Baseball bat wood; 38- One ___ million; 41- Establish; 42- Tear roughly; 
47- Falls-jumping fish; 49- Little devil; 51- Reddish dye; 52- Ides month; 53- Put up; 54- 
Golden calf, e.g.; 55- Alley; 56- 100 centavos; 57- Nipple; 58- Drop; 59- The last Mrs. Chaplin; 
60- Very, in Versailles; 63- Long-jawed fish;

S U D O K U C R O S S W O R D

Yesterday’s solution Yesterday’s solution

How to play
Place a number in the empty boxes in such 
a way that each row across, each column 
down and each 9-box square contains all 
of the numbers from one to nine. 

celebs

SITUATION VACANT

IRIDIUM COMPANY has a vacancy for supervisor/shuttering 
carpenter/maison all around/plumber.
qualified applicants can call 17737822 / 38277151.

Ryan Reynolds loves spending time with children
Bang Showbiz | Los Angeles

Ryan Reynolds has loved 
spending time with his chil-
dren during lockdown.

The ‘Deadpool’ star - who has 
James, five, Inez, four, and Betty, 
one, with his wife Blake Lively - ad-
mitted it has been great being able to 
be with his family, but quipped that 
it also was a “negative” thing too.

Speaking on Today, he said: “I 
am not living paycheque to pay-
cheque like so many people across 
the country are and the world but 
you know for me, the best - I would 

say obviously is the time spending 
with family, with my kids, having 
an incredibly concentrated amount 
of time with them during a period 
in their lives that I’ll never get back 
... If I’m to pick the worst thing, it’s 
probably the incredibly concen-
trated amount of time I’ve had with 
my kids in a time that I’ll never get 
back.”

Meanwhile, Ryan previously in-
sisted he loves being a “girl dad”.

Asked what makes him the ulti-
mate “girl dad”, Ryan replied: “I love 
being a girl dad. I have three daugh-
ters, which I never in a million years 

would imagine ... I come from all 
boys. I have three older brothers. 
So for me to have three daughters 
has been such a ride and I love every 
second of it.”

Ryan is one of the most in-demand 
actors in the world, but he makes 
every effort to spend time at home.

He said: “I try to be as present as 
possible. I shoot movies and my wife 
shoots movies and we go traveling 
all over the place and we just all go 
together. I think that that’s been the 
best part of it. We really don’t spend 
a lot of time apart. I get to spend a 
lot of time with my girls.”

I love being a girl dad. I 
have three daughters, 

which I never in a million 
years would imagine ... I 

come from all boys. I have 
three older brothers. 

So for me to have three 
daughters has been such 

a ride and I love every 
second of it

RYAN REYNOLDS

Sadie Robertson 

encourages her fans to 

‘stand firm in faith’ amid 

uncertainty of pandemic

Fox | Los Angeles

Sadie Roberston sent an inspiring message to 
her fans on social media.

The former “Duck Dynasty” star wrote in a 
lengthy Instagram post about how if a per-
son is not “firm in faith,” a person cannot 
be “firm at all.” Robertson explained how 
the quote from Isaiah resonated with 
her as the coronavirus continues to 
spread around the world.

“This year has been crazy, and there 
is so much unknown,” the 23-year-old 
said. “More and more people are feeling 
the effects of the change we have had to 
adapt to every day. In fact I asked my 
great-grandma yesterday if she remem-
bers a time in her lifetime that felt like 

this and she said, ‘oh yes, world war 2.’ 
This is no joke.”

Roberston reflected on how every 
day it seems “we are stripped of our 
comfortability” and asked how peo-
ple remain strong even in uncertain 
times. 

“I encourage you friends that in a 
day like this if you do not stand firm in 
faith it could be very challenging to stand 
firm at all. But like my grandma finished our 
conversation saying, ‘but I take hope in the fact 

that God is over it all,’” she continued.
The expecting mother recently recovered from 

COVID-19 after being hospitalized.
“Life update: I’m not going to lie, this has been 

one of the most challenging things. I got Covid-19 
and ended up getting very sick,” Robertson wrote 
in the caption of a photo she shared of herself from 
a hospital bed. “I know everyone experiences covid 
differently, but wow these symptoms are wild. I’ve 
definitely struggled through this one!”

Stephen Dorff on how he’s 
stayed grounded in Hollywood 
amid early fame and success

• The actor’s 
first roles were 
on ‘Roseanne’ and 
‘Diff ’rent Strokes’

Fox | Los Angeles

Stephen Dorff has been act-
ing since he was just a child 

and hasn’t slowed down since.
The now 47-year-old enter-

tainer’s first roles were guest 
appearances on TV shows 
such as “Roseanne,” “Diff’rent 
Strokes,” and “Married... With 
Children” but Dorff’s big mov-
ie break occurred in 1992 
when he starred opposite 
Morgan Freeman in “The 
Power of One.”

“I got famous early, you 
know, in my 20s,” Dorff 
told Fox News while 
promoting his lat-
est movie “Em-
battled.” “I was 
kind of all over 
the place, but 
a lways  was 
f o c u s e d  o n 
my work.  I 
always found 
that  when I 
was working, I 
was in a better 
headspace.”

Dorff credits 

his family for keeping him 
so grounded and responsible 
despite growing up on Holly-
wood sets. “I was very blessed 
with a very loving, supportive 
family around me,” he said. 
“I have a great relationship 
with my dad. My dad’s very 
sensitive.”

“I think I’m getting better 
with age. I think in my 20s, 
I probably scared some peo-
ple off. I wasn’t perfect, but 
luckily I’ve always been kind 
of open and I credit my family 
for that. I’ve never gone off the 
deep end into hard drugs. I’ve 
never been arrested.... a lot of 
times in movies, but never in 

real life,” Dorff joked. 
Even in tragedy, the 

“Deputy” star turned 
to acting. His younger 
brother, Andrew, died in 
2016, and the following 

year Dorff was of-
fered the co-lead 

role on “True De-
tective” oppo-
site Oscar-win-
ner Mahersha-
la Ali.

“That year 
of my life was 
incredibly re-
warding and 
a beautifully 
creative ex-
perience,” he 

described. 

Sia addresses backlash 
to new film’s portrayal 

of autism: ‘I believe 
this movie is beautiful’
Fox | Los Angeles

Sia is addressing the backlash she’s received after 
casting former “Dance Moms” star Maddie Ziegler 

as a character with autism in her new movie “Music” 
even though the 18-year-old is not autistic in real-life. 

After Sia tweeted out the trailer for the upcoming 
movie on Thursday, which she directed and co-wrote, 
a Twitter user responded: “It’s a mighty shame that 
someone with such a colossal platform is using it to 
exclude disabled and neuro diverse actors from their 
own narratives. I’ve been a long time fan of your work, 
so this is really disappointing.”

The tweet caught the attention of the 44-year-old 
singer who hit back, stating that it’s “f--king sad no-
body’s even” seen the movie and that her “heart has 
always been in the right place.”

“I cast thirteen neuroatypical people, three trans 
folk, and not as prostitutes or drug addicts but 
s [sic] as doctors, nurses and singers,” Sia said. 

Sia continued to respond to a number of 
people including one individual who wrote, 
“Several autistic actors, myself included, 
responded to these tweets. We all said we 
could have acted in it on short notice. 
These excuses are just that- excuses. 
The fact of the matter is zero effort was 
made to include anyone who is actually 
autistic. #NothingAboutUsWithoutUs.”

“Maybe you’re just a bad actor,” re-
plied the star.

Meanwhile, an-
other social media 
user said that al-
though they love 
Ziegler, Sia should 
have consulted “ac-
tual autistic people 
and have autistic 
people play autistic 
people.”

“I did try. It felt 
more compassion-
ate to use Maddie. 
That was my call,” 
Sia wrote back. 

I believe 
this movie is 
beautiful, Will 

create more good 
than harm and if 
I’m wrong I’ll pay 
for it for the rest 

of my life
SIA

Ryan Reynolds with his children during a ceremony honouring 
him with Star on the Hollywood Walk Of Fame (file photo)

Stephen Dorff

Sia Sadie Robertson
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Across
1- Rebuff; 5- “______ by any other name…”; 10- Yemeni port; 14- British nobleman; 15- Oozes; 
16- Rage; 17- Latvian capital; 18- Israel’s Shimon; 19- Latest thing; 20- Sanctified; 22- King 
Arthur’s palace; 24- Metal, often used as a container; 25- You betcha!; 26- Knight’s suit; 
29- Drs.’ group; 32- Amulet; 36- Fall faller; 37- Semitic language; 39- Fannie ___; 40- Make 
a trade?; 43- Laugh syllable; 44- Girl in a Beach Boys song; 45- Oodles; 46- Licorice-like 
flavoring; 48- Miss-named?; 49- Champagne buckets; 50- King topper; 52- Marseilles Mrs.; 
53- Summit of an earthy mound; 57- Dandelions have a deep one of these; 61- According 
to the Bible, he was the first man; 62- Rocker Bob; 64- Cupid; 65- Taboo; 66- Stern with a 
bow; 67- Fork feature; 68- Secluded spot; 69- Compass point; 70- JFK postings;

Down 
1- Novi Sad native; 2- Arrest; 3- Yen; 4- Launching of a rocket; 5- Colorado resort; 6- Oboe, 
e.g.; 7- Done, to Donne; 8- Blueprint detail, for short; 9- Short literary composition; 
10- Anew; 11- Double; 12- Therefore; 13- Russian no; 21- Title of a knight; 23- Tourist 
draw; 26- Omega’s opposite; 27- Aired again; 28- New Zealand aboriginal; 29- Burning 
desire?; 30- New Brunswick neighbor; 31- Residence; 33- Miss by ___; 34- Stubble remover; 
35- Confronts; 37- Baseball bat wood; 38- One ___ million; 41- Establish; 42- Tear roughly; 
47- Falls-jumping fish; 49- Little devil; 51- Reddish dye; 52- Ides month; 53- Put up; 54- 
Golden calf, e.g.; 55- Alley; 56- 100 centavos; 57- Nipple; 58- Drop; 59- The last Mrs. Chaplin; 
60- Very, in Versailles; 63- Long-jawed fish;

S U D O K U C R O S S W O R D

Yesterday’s solution Yesterday’s solution

How to play
Place a number in the empty boxes in such 
a way that each row across, each column 
down and each 9-box square contains all 
of the numbers from one to nine. 

celebs

SITUATION VACANT

IRIDIUM COMPANY has a vacancy for supervisor/shuttering 
carpenter/maison all around/plumber.
qualified applicants can call 17737822 / 38277151.

Ryan Reynolds loves spending time with children
Bang Showbiz | Los Angeles

Ryan Reynolds has loved 
spending time with his chil-
dren during lockdown.

The ‘Deadpool’ star - who has 
James, five, Inez, four, and Betty, 
one, with his wife Blake Lively - ad-
mitted it has been great being able to 
be with his family, but quipped that 
it also was a “negative” thing too.

Speaking on Today, he said: “I 
am not living paycheque to pay-
cheque like so many people across 
the country are and the world but 
you know for me, the best - I would 

say obviously is the time spending 
with family, with my kids, having 
an incredibly concentrated amount 
of time with them during a period 
in their lives that I’ll never get back 
... If I’m to pick the worst thing, it’s 
probably the incredibly concen-
trated amount of time I’ve had with 
my kids in a time that I’ll never get 
back.”

Meanwhile, Ryan previously in-
sisted he loves being a “girl dad”.

Asked what makes him the ulti-
mate “girl dad”, Ryan replied: “I love 
being a girl dad. I have three daugh-
ters, which I never in a million years 

would imagine ... I come from all 
boys. I have three older brothers. 
So for me to have three daughters 
has been such a ride and I love every 
second of it.”

Ryan is one of the most in-demand 
actors in the world, but he makes 
every effort to spend time at home.

He said: “I try to be as present as 
possible. I shoot movies and my wife 
shoots movies and we go traveling 
all over the place and we just all go 
together. I think that that’s been the 
best part of it. We really don’t spend 
a lot of time apart. I get to spend a 
lot of time with my girls.”

I love being a girl dad. I 
have three daughters, 

which I never in a million 
years would imagine ... I 

come from all boys. I have 
three older brothers. 

So for me to have three 
daughters has been such 

a ride and I love every 
second of it

RYAN REYNOLDS

Sadie Robertson 

encourages her fans to 

‘stand firm in faith’ amid 

uncertainty of pandemic

Fox | Los Angeles

Sadie Roberston sent an inspiring message to 
her fans on social media.

The former “Duck Dynasty” star wrote in a 
lengthy Instagram post about how if a per-
son is not “firm in faith,” a person cannot 
be “firm at all.” Robertson explained how 
the quote from Isaiah resonated with 
her as the coronavirus continues to 
spread around the world.

“This year has been crazy, and there 
is so much unknown,” the 23-year-old 
said. “More and more people are feeling 
the effects of the change we have had to 
adapt to every day. In fact I asked my 
great-grandma yesterday if she remem-
bers a time in her lifetime that felt like 

this and she said, ‘oh yes, world war 2.’ 
This is no joke.”

Roberston reflected on how every 
day it seems “we are stripped of our 
comfortability” and asked how peo-
ple remain strong even in uncertain 
times. 

“I encourage you friends that in a 
day like this if you do not stand firm in 
faith it could be very challenging to stand 
firm at all. But like my grandma finished our 
conversation saying, ‘but I take hope in the fact 

that God is over it all,’” she continued.
The expecting mother recently recovered from 

COVID-19 after being hospitalized.
“Life update: I’m not going to lie, this has been 

one of the most challenging things. I got Covid-19 
and ended up getting very sick,” Robertson wrote 
in the caption of a photo she shared of herself from 
a hospital bed. “I know everyone experiences covid 
differently, but wow these symptoms are wild. I’ve 
definitely struggled through this one!”

Stephen Dorff on how he’s 
stayed grounded in Hollywood 
amid early fame and success

• The actor’s 
first roles were 
on ‘Roseanne’ and 
‘Diff ’rent Strokes’

Fox | Los Angeles

Stephen Dorff has been act-
ing since he was just a child 

and hasn’t slowed down since.
The now 47-year-old enter-

tainer’s first roles were guest 
appearances on TV shows 
such as “Roseanne,” “Diff’rent 
Strokes,” and “Married... With 
Children” but Dorff’s big mov-
ie break occurred in 1992 
when he starred opposite 
Morgan Freeman in “The 
Power of One.”

“I got famous early, you 
know, in my 20s,” Dorff 
told Fox News while 
promoting his lat-
est movie “Em-
battled.” “I was 
kind of all over 
the place, but 
a lways  was 
f o c u s e d  o n 
my wo rk .  I 
always found 
that  when I 
was working, I 
was in a better 
headspace.”

Dorff credits 

his family for keeping him 
so grounded and responsible 
despite growing up on Holly-
wood sets. “I was very blessed 
with a very loving, supportive 
family around me,” he said. 
“I have a great relationship 
with my dad. My dad’s very 
sensitive.”

“I think I’m getting better 
with age. I think in my 20s, 
I probably scared some peo-
ple off. I wasn’t perfect, but 
luckily I’ve always been kind 
of open and I credit my family 
for that. I’ve never gone off the 
deep end into hard drugs. I’ve 
never been arrested.... a lot of 
times in movies, but never in 

real life,” Dorff joked. 
Even in tragedy, the 

“Deputy” star turned 
to acting. His younger 
brother, Andrew, died in 
2016, and the following 

year Dorff was of-
fered the co-lead 

role on “True De-
tective” oppo-
site Oscar-win-
ner Mahersha-
la Ali.

“That year 
of my life was 
incredibly re-
warding and 
a beautifully 
creative ex-
perience,” he 

described. 

Sia addresses backlash 
to new film’s portrayal 

of autism: ‘I believe 
this movie is beautiful’
Fox | Los Angeles

Sia is addressing the backlash she’s received after 
casting former “Dance Moms” star Maddie Ziegler 

as a character with autism in her new movie “Music” 
even though the 18-year-old is not autistic in real-life. 

After Sia tweeted out the trailer for the upcoming 
movie on Thursday, which she directed and co-wrote, 
a Twitter user responded: “It’s a mighty shame that 
someone with such a colossal platform is using it to 
exclude disabled and neuro diverse actors from their 
own narratives. I’ve been a long time fan of your work, 
so this is really disappointing.”

The tweet caught the attention of the 44-year-old 
singer who hit back, stating that it’s “f--king sad no-
body’s even” seen the movie and that her “heart has 
always been in the right place.”

“I cast thirteen neuroatypical people, three trans 
folk, and not as prostitutes or drug addicts but 
s [sic] as doctors, nurses and singers,” Sia said. 

Sia continued to respond to a number of 
people including one individual who wrote, 
“Several autistic actors, myself included, 
responded to these tweets. We all said we 
could have acted in it on short notice. 
These excuses are just that- excuses. 
The fact of the matter is zero effort was 
made to include anyone who is actually 
autistic. #NothingAboutUsWithoutUs.”

“Maybe you’re just a bad actor,” re-
plied the star.

Meanwhile, an-
other social media 
user said that al-
though they love 
Ziegler, Sia should 
have consulted “ac-
tual autistic people 
and have autistic 
people play autistic 
people.”

“I did try. It felt 
more compassion-
ate to use Maddie. 
That was my call,” 
Sia wrote back. 

I believe 
this movie is 
beautiful, Will 

create more good 
than harm and if 
I’m wrong I’ll pay 
for it for the rest 

of my life
SIA

Ryan Reynolds with his children during a ceremony honouring 
him with Star on the Hollywood Walk Of Fame (file photo)

Stephen Dorff

Sia Sadie Robertson

Depleted Real Madrid pinned back by Villarreal
AFP | Madrid

A patched-up Real Madrid 
had to hang on for a 1-1 

draw at in-form Villarreal yes-
terday, handing Barcelona and 
Atletico Madrid the chance to 
capitalise in La Liga.

Mariano Diaz gave Real 
Madrid the lead after just 105 
seconds but Zinedine Zidane’s 
team faded at La Ceramica and 
Villarreal claimed a deserved 
point through Gerard Moreno’s 
second-half penalty.

“It feels like a small reward,” 
said Zidane. “We deserved 
more today for the game we 
played. I’m annoyed because of 
the effort from the boys.”

Mariano was almost sold 
last summer but had to stand 
in for Karim Benzema, who is 
injured, and Luka Jovic, who 
tested positive for coronavirus 
on Friday.

Sergio Ramos, Eder Militao 
and Casemiro were all miss-
ing following the international 
break, leaving Nacho Fernandez 
and an unfit Raphael Varane to 
fill in at the back, while Martin 
Odegaard made a rare start in 
midfield.

Given the absentees, a draw 
may not worry Zidane too 
much, particularly against a 
buoyant Villarreal side who sat 
second at kick-off after four 
victories on the bounce.

But another slip means Ma-
drid have now won only three 
of their last seven games in all 
competitions, with a crucial 
visit to Inter Milan to come 
in the Champions League on 

Wednesday.
If Atletico Madrid beat Bar-

celona they will move three 
points clear of their city rivals, 
with a game in hand, and nine 
ahead of Barca.

Mariano had not started for 
Real Madrid since May 2019, 
when he again scored early 
against Villarreal after just 83 
seconds.

He was not far behind this 

time, heading in Dani Carvajal’s 
cross after Villarreal’s defence 
had stopped for an offside on 
Lucas Vazquez that never ma-
terialised.

Villarreal increasingly took 
charge of the game, their slick 
passing giving a sense of control 
but few chances, the best of 
them in the first half falling to 
Dani Parejo, who nodded over.

But Madrid appeared to tire 
as the match wore on and Vil-
larreal’s pressure turned more 
threatening in the last 20 min-
utes, with Moreno flashing 
wide from the angle and then 
Parejo missing the target from 
a cutback.

The equaliser was late but 
deserved, as Thibaut Courtois 
flew out to meet a through ball 
for Moreno but arrived second 
and fouled the striker with his 
hands.

Muharraq surge late to defeat 
Bahrain Club in BBA Cup
TDT | Manama

Muharraq defeated Bahrain 
Club 102-84 last night 

to get their campaign under-
way on a positive note in the 
2020/2021 Bahrain Basketball 
Association (BBA) Cup, which is 
being played at Zain Basketball 
Arena in Um Al Hassam.

The victors used strong 
fourth quarter to turn away a 
solid challenge from their op-
ponents, whom they outscored 
30-13 in the period.

That helped Muharraq blow 
a close fight wide open en route 
to securing their 18-point tri-
umph.

The game marked the first 
appearance in Muharraq col-
ours for newly signed veterans 
and former national team stars 
Hussain Shaker and Ahmed Ab-
dulaziz, who were among the 
club’s new high-profile addi-
tions during the off-season. The 
other two, Kuwayed brothers 
Mohammed and Younes, did 
not play last night.

Muharraq clinched their first 
win in the cup’s Group A, which 
also comprises Bahrain Club, Al 
Ettihad, Nuwaidrat, Isa Town 
and defending league champi-
ons Al Ahli.

Meanwhile, in yesterday’s 
other game, Al Hala defeated 
Riffa by default, as the Riffa 
team did not show up for the 

game.
That gave both Hala their 

first win in Group B, joining 
Manama and Al Najma. Mana-
ma beat Samaheej while Najma 
outplayed Sitra.

This stage of the BBA Cup, 
which is the first competition of 
the 2020/2021 national basket-
ball season, is being played in a 
single round-robin within each 
group, with the top two teams 
qualifying for the semi-finals.

Each club is allowed one for-
eign player in the tournament, 
while none of Bahrain’s nation-
al team players are competing. 
Teams are encouraged to give 
their younger players experi-
ence in this level of competi-
tion.

Chelsea go top as Brighton 
earn first win at Villa

AFP | London

Chelsea climbed to the top 
of the Premier League for 

the first time in more than 
two years with a convincing 
2-0 win at Newcastle, while 
Brighton survived late penal-
ty controversy to secure their 
first ever victory at Aston Villa  
yesterday.

Frank Lampard’s side moved 
above Leicester on goal differ-
ence thanks to Federico Fer-
nandez’s first-half own goal 
and Tammy Abraham’s strike 
after the interval.

Chelsea are unbeaten in nine 
games in all competitions and 
have not lost in their last six 
league matches.

With five clean sheets in 
their last six matches in all 
competitions, Chelsea’s third 
successive league victory was 
the perfect way to start a hectic 
period leading up to Christ-
mas.

Maurizio Sarri was in charge 
the last time Chelsea were in 
pole position in the Premier 
League in September 2018.

But Lampard’s squad are 
more formidable than his pre-

decessor’s fragile team and a 
serious title challenge looks 
increasingly possible.

Chelsea’s pressure was re-
warded in the 10th minute 
when a short corner caught 
Newcastle flat-footed.

Mason Mount whipped in 
a low cross and Fernandez 
turned it into his own net un-
der pressure from Ben Chil-
well at the far post.

With Lampard’s men mo-
nopolising possession, Timo 
Werner should have dou-
bled their lead from Mount’s 
pass, but the German forward 
scuffed his shot wide from 10 
yards.
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Gabriel “Fly” wants a crack 
at BRAVE CF 45’s Dumar Roa 
Dumar Roa challenged by Gabriel “Fly” for Featherweight world title belt

• Dumar politely 
accepts the challenge

TDT | Manama

Gabriel ‘’Fly’’ was set to 
compete at BRAVE CF 
45’s main event, but was 

forced to pull out due to cov-
id-19. The Brazilian grappler 
was set to take on Colombia’s 
Dumar Roa before contract-
ing the virus prior to leaving 
Brazil. He was replaced by Ian 
Entwistle, who got close to sub-
mitting Roa, before succumbing 
to an injury. ‘’Corazon de Leon’’ 
has shown amazing submission 
defense and earned his win.

It  was  Dumar ’s  second 
straight victory against a top op-
ponent under the BRAVE CF ban-
ner - he had previously knocked 
out former world champion Ab-
dul-Kareem Al-Selwady. Rid-
ing high after these two wins, 
Roa was challenged by ‘’Fly’’, 
who wants their bout to take 
place with the BRAVE CF Feath-
erweight world title belt on the 
line.

Colombia and Brazil have 
been two of the greatest homes 
for BRAVE Combat Federation, 
hosting six events in total (four 
in Brazil and two in Colom-
bia), and Gabriel wants to see 
a clash between both coun-
tries for the Featherweight  
strap.

 ‘’Four events in Brazil, two 
in Colombia. Brazilian and Co-
lombian fans deserve to (see a) 
fight for a world title. We are 
ready to represent our coun-
tries and Latin America in a 
great fight for the world title 
of the fastest-growing global 
organization in the world’’, 
said Gabriel on his social media  
profiles.

Dumar politely accepted the 
challenge, as the duo knew each 
other from the time they shared 
the mats in the build-up to 
BRAVE CF 26, when both of them 
fought in Bogota, Colombia.

‘’I’m ready to fight anyone you 
bring to me. If that’s Gabriel, 
I’m ready to fight him. Let’s go 
‘’Fly’’, let’s do this’’.

It’s not an easy game. 
We played well in 

patches and the result 
is key in these games. 
The Premier League 
is tough, relentless, 

and we dealt with the 
challenge of the game 

very well
FRANK LAMPARD

Gabriel “Fly” Dumar Roa

Tammy Abraham of Chelsea shoots to score

General view inside the stadium during the match

Muharraq’s Bader Malabes attempts to drive past Bahrain Club’s Abbas Jawadi 
during their game yesterday

3
of their last seven games in 
all competitions could only 

be won by Real Madrid

The game marked the 
first appearance in 

Muharraq colours for 
newly signed veterans 
and former national 
team stars Hussain 
Shaker and Ahmed 

Abdulaziz, who were 
among the club’s new 
high-profile additions 
during the off-season

KNOW WHAT

Gabriel “Fly” and 
Dumar Roa know 

each other from the 
time they shared 
the mats in the 

build-up to BRAVE 
CF 26, when both 
of them fought in 
Bogota, Colombia

KNOW WHAT



Thiem ends Djokovic’s ATP Finals 
record bid in London thriller

AFP | London

Dominic Thiem recovered 
from squandering four 

match points in a dramatic 
second-set tie-break to beat 
Novak Djokovic in three pul-
sating sets in the last four at 
the ATP Finals yesterday.

The Austrian third seed’s 
7-5, 6-7 (10/12), 7-6 (7/5) win 
ended Djokovic’s hopes of 
equalling Roger Federer’s re-

cord of six titles at the elite 
eight-man event.

The US Open champion will 
face either Rafael Nadal or 
Daniil Medvedev in Sunday’s 
final as he chases the sec-
ond-biggest title of his career.

The 2019 runner-up, who 
forced the only break in the 
first set, faced an uphill bat-
tle psychologically after his 
missed chances in the sec-
ond-set tie-break.

Isa Town trounce Ittifaq in BFA Cup
TDT | Manama

Isa Town were the big winners 
yesterday on a busy night of 

action that featured four match-
es in the 2020/2021 Bahrain 
Football Association (BFA) Cup, 
held at separate venues.

Isa Town hit four past Al Itti-
faq in a resounding 4-0 victory.

It was their first victory in 
Group B of the competition’s 
preliminary round after opening 
with a draw against reigning 
Cup champions Muharraq. Itti-
faq, on the other hand, suffered 
their first loss after beating Al 
Hala in their first game.

Also yesterday, Malkiya near-
ly matched Isa Town but gave 
up a goal to Al Ahli in a 4-1 win 
in Group C.

Malkiya were able to register 
their first victory of the tour-
nament after narrowly losing 
their previous match to Sitra, 
while Ahli were making their 
first appearance in the compe-
tition and began their campaign 

with the loss.
Elsewhere in yesterday’s BFA 

Cup ties, Manama beat Hala in 

another Group B clash while Si-
tra took care of Al Tadhamon 3-1 
in the other Group C encounter.

This year’s BFA Cup features 
four groups in the ongoing 
preliminary round, at the end 
of which the top team in each 
group moves on to the semi-fi-
nals.

Group A features Bahrain 
Club, Al Ettihad, Al Shabab, 
East Riffa and Hidd. Group B 
is composed of Isa Town, Hala, 
Muharraq, Manama and Ettifaq. 
Group C comprises Malkiya, 
Tadhamun, Ahli, Riffa and Si-
tra, while Group D includes just 
four teams in Budaiya, Busait-
een, Al Najma and Galali.

Al Nasser, Muharraq 
win in volleyball league

• Al Nasser clinch 
victory over Bani Jamra

• Muharraq 
registers clean sweep 
win over A’Ali

TDT | Manama

Al Nasser clinched a re-
sounding 3-0 (25-17, 25-15, 

30-28) victory over Bani Jamra 
last night in the 2020/2021 Isa 
bin Rashid Volleyball League.

The victors were the aggres-
sors from the opening serve, 
and they did well to close out 
the match in straight sets af-
ter Bani Jamra threatened to 
extend the contest to a fourth.

It was the first victory of 
Nasser in the league following 
a loss to Al Najma in their first 
game. Bani Jamra, on the other 
hand, fell to their second suc-
cessive defeat after an earlier 
loss to Al Ahli.

Meanwhile, in yesterday’s 
other game, Muharraq also 
registered a clean sweep, de-
feating A’Ali 3-0 (25-18, 25-23, 
25-19).

Muharraq maintained their 
unbeaten start to the season 
with the result after beating 
Busaiteen in their first game. 
A’Ali were dealt their secod 
straight loss. They bowed to 
Dar Kulaib previously.

This year’s first division 

league, organsied and run by 
the Bahrain Volleyball Asso-
ciation (BVA), is being held in 
honour of the late Shaikh Isa 
bin Rashid Al Khalifa, the for-
mer Bahrain Olympic Commit-
tee president. Games are being 
played at the BVA arena at Isa 
Sports City in Riffa.

League action is scheduled 
to continue on Thursday lat-
er this week with two games. 
A’Ali will look to bounce back 
when they face Najma at 6pm 
and then Busaiteen will take 
on Ahli at 7.30pm. On Friday, 
Nasser and Muharraq will face 
off with the aim of extending 
their winning ways followed 
by Dar Kulaib playing Najma.
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Teams set to arrive for 
FIBA Asia qualifiers 
Seven nations, in two groups, set to play in Bahrain games following the 

withdrawal of Korea

• Set to reach 
Bahrain tomorrow 
are Iraq, Lebanon, the 
Philippines, Thailand 
and Indonesia, while 
India are scheduled 
to arrive on Tuesday

TDT | Manama

The men’s national bas-
ketball teams partici-
pating in the upcoming 

FIBA Asia Cup 2021 qualifiers in 
Bahrain are scheduled to begin 
arriving tomorrow, ahead of the 
start of play on Friday.

The Kingdom will be hosting 
two groups in this qualification 
window, including Group D in 
which the home side are placed 
alongside Iraq, Lebanon and 
India; and Group A which fea-
tures the Philippines, Thailand, 
Indonesia and Korea.

The Koreans have withdrawn 
from taking part and their games 
have been taken off the schedule 
by FIBA Asia.

Set to reach Bahrain tomor-
row are Iraq, Lebanon, the Phil-
ippines, Thailand and Indone-
sia, while India are scheduled 
to arrive on Tuesday.

Officials from the Bahrain 
Basketball Association (BBA) 
will be receiving the visiting 
delegations at Bahrain Inter-
national Airport and will assist 
them on their arrival formal-
ities. The teams will then be 
transported to their residence 
at Gulf Court Hotel.

The qualifiers will be taking 
place at the Khalifa Sports City 
arena in Isa Town, while the 

national teams will be able to 
train at Zain Basketball Arena in 
Um Al Hassam and at Manama 
Club in Juffair. The games will 
be held with no spectators in 
attendance.

FIBA Asia officials, working 
committee members, game ob-
servers, and referees have al-
ready begun arriving in Bahrain.

BBA secretary general Ahmed 

Yousef confirmed that strict 
health protocols will be in place 
to ensure the safety of all par-
ticipants to prevent infections 
from the coronavirus. Aside 
from the required tests the 
visiting delegations will need 
to undertake before their de-
parture for Bahrain and upon 
reaching the country, rapid tests 
will also be conducted during 
the qualifying competition, 
in cooperation with the Bah-
rain Olympic Committee, the 
Ministry of Youth and Sports 
Affairs and the Ministry of  
Health.

Meanwhile, a minor change in 
the schedule of games has been 
done by FIBA Asia following Ko-
rea’s decision not to travel to 
Bahrain. The Philippines were 
previously scheduled to play 
Thailand on Thursday night, 
but it has been moved to Friday 
as part of a three-game schedule 
on the day.

Home side Bahrain will be 
playing two games in this qual-

ifying window. They will first 
play Iraq on Friday and then 
take on India on Sunday. Both 
fixtures are scheduled for 7pm 
tip-offs.

The Bahrainis have been pre-
paring for the qualifiers behind 
closed doors under American 
head coach and former NBA 
champion Sam Vincent.

Bahrain have already taken to 
the hardwood twice earlier this 
year, including a 68-67 win at 
home against India, which they 
followed with a 73-116 loss to 
Lebanon in Beirut.

The nationals are hoping 
to finish as one of the top two 
teams from qualifying’s Group 
D in order to book their tickets 
to the FIBA Asia Cup. If they 
finish third, they will have to 
play in another stage of qualifi-
cation for a chance to claim one 
of four other spots up for grabs 
for the 2021 FIBA Asia Cup. If 
they finish last, the Bahrainis 
will be out of the running for a 
tournament berth.

Bahrain forward Mohammed Qurban warming up during a previous qualifier 
held in Bahrain earlier this year

Action from Al Nasser’s victory last night

Dominic Thiem hits a return to Novak Djokovic

Action from Isa Town’s win against Ittifaq
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Revised schedule of games
Friday
1pm: India vs Lebanon

4pm: Philippines vs Thailand

7pm: Iraq vs Bahrain
Saturday 
4pm: Thailand vs Indonesia
Sunday
1pm: Iraq vs Lebanon

7pm: India vs Bahrain
Monday
4pm: Thailand vs Philippines

4
goals were scored by Isa 
Town against Al Ittifaq

This year’s first divi-
sion league, organ-
sied and run by the 
Bahrain Volleyball 

Association, is being 
held in honour of the 

late Shaikh Isa bin 
Rashid Al Khalifa, 

the former Bahrain 
Olympic Committee 

president

KNOW WHAT

Rapid coronavirus 
tests will be conducted 
during the qualifiers, 
in cooperation with 
the Bahrain Olympic 
Committee, the Min-

istry of Youth and 
Sports Affairs and the 

Ministry of Health

KNOW WHAT


